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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A simple procedure for computing a set of static design loads 
for earthquake resistant structures has been developed. The procedure is 
val id for a large class of multi-story shear and frame type structures. 
The process of designing a structure to resist earthquake forces 
consists of a prel iminary design followed by a more rigorous analysrs. 
Then modifications are introduced as necessary, and the process is repeated 
until satisfactory results are obtained. The selection of·a bette~ pre-
1 iminary set of static loads has two advantages: a) since the final 
design would be closer to the prel iminary design, a reduced number of 
. . 
analyses would be necessary; b) if the prel im(nary design loads are known 
to yield responses within a ·desired bound of the :modal analysis for a 
particular range of structures, expensive modal analysis is unnecessary. 
However, there are essentially two methods of analysis available: 
modal analysis, and numerical integration. 'Modal analysis is time-consuming 
and it gives only an approximation to inelastic behavior. Using numerical 
integration the inelastic behavior can be reasonably evaluated for a 
particular loading function but its rel iabil ity is questionable since 
the magnitude of the seismic motion is difficult to predict. 
2 
1.2 Scope 
The primary purpose was to develop a systematic procedure for 
predicting a quasi-static loading such that the actual dynamic forces 
resulting from an earthquake would cause equivalent or smaller responses~ 
. This procedure should be ~al id for a large class of multi-story 
structures composed of either moment resisting frames or shear wall cores, 
as well as box type systems. Chimneys, towers, masts, elevated water tanks 
and other similar structures may also be· included. The foregoing also 
appl ies to building structures of various rigiditie~ as well as to those 
having different stiffness and mass distributions throughout their height. 
The ground motions resulting from several selsmic records and different 
earthquake magnitudes are considered. 
Although this investigation was condpcted on as general a basis 
as possible, some particula~ cases Were excluded and certain 1 imitations 
were imposed on the number and range of the parameters considered in order 
to keep the resulting design meth6d practical andea~y to apply. 
~ , . -. .. 
Damping is accounted for by reducing the earthquake magnitude. 
Neglecting damping in the analysis reduces the ~umber of calculations in-
valved, makes the solution of the equations pf motion easier and more suit-
able for compute~ processing, and results in a conservative design. 
It was assumed that structural components are 1 inear in their 
behavior. In real structures this is not generally the case. Nonl inearities 
arise from at least two causes: geometric nonl inearities may be induced 
as the structure displaces; material non1 inearities may occur when the 
stresses developed in the structure exceed the 1 ~near stress-strain range. 
Those non1 incarities and the associated hy~teretic energy absorption, as ·wel1 
3 
as the ductility and yield level of the elements were not considered. 
However, if the building is able to stand the lateral forces within the 
elastic range, its inelastic properties constitute an additional beneficial 
factor. 
The justification for not including damping or inelastic be-
havior is based on previous studies in which the response of various syste~s 
has been inve~tigated over wide ranges of yield levels, damping values and 
natural frequencies, and for motions ranging from simple, pulse-l ike 
inputs to complex records of actual or simulated earthquakes. Such 
stud "les (18, 19,20)*'have shown that h " d f . f . 1 " t e maximum e ormation 0 an Ine astlc 
system may be· related in a simple manner·to that of an elastic system having 
the same stiffness as the inelastic system. These studies have also con-
e 1 u d edt ha t 0 v e r .a wid era n g e . 0 f nat u r a 1 f r e que n c i e s , y i e l' d 1 eve 1 san d 
damping factors, the maximu'm deformations of inelastic systems are generally 
equal to or smaller than those of the associated elastic systems. 
Twisting moments or .torques on the hori·zontal section of a 
building may arise from locEd irregularities and'differences in stiffness 
and strength even though the building might be regular and uniform. If 
the building is eccentric because of non-uniform mass or stiffness distribu-
tions, large torques may be developed. Another source of twisting excita-
tion are the irregularities of the ground motion. However, no such twist-
ing action \tJaS considered in this study, and the models· selected were 
assumed to be uniform plane frames or walls. 
Earthquake motions are transmitted through the ground to the 
ii, 
The numbers in .parenth~ses refer to the References at the end of this 
st.udy. 
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foundation of the structure and then to the structure itself. Interaction be-
between the foundation of the structure and the earth beneath it is of 
particular importance in defining the nature of the forces and the motions 
transmitted. Equally important 'is the nature of the foundation upon which 
the structure rests, as it may behave as an ampl ifier of the seismic motion. 
Since the ~nvestigation of soi1-struoture interaction is a vast area that 
can provide' material for several other research p~ojects, no attempt Was 
made to include it here. The building was ass~med to be subjected to a 
single input motion equal to the resulting seismic motion considering the 
ampl ificatlon due to soil and foundation characteristics. 
Throughout the history of earthquake design of structures it has 
been 'proved that interaction between structural and so-called non-structural 
compon'ents is very 1 (kely to change the behavior of a strustur~ subjected 
. , ~ . 
to a seismic motion. Non-structural fillers such as masonry block or brick 
located in all or part of the spacing between beams and columns may alter 
the behavior in such a way that the structure acts in a completely different 
fashion than intended, with poin.ts of high stress; concentration away from 
the joints and with the chance of failure at loads lower than those which 
the structure alone could sustain. Again, this is matter for a separate 
investigation and thus Was excluded from this study. 
Finally, since the nature of an earthquake is such that its 
magnitude cannot be predicted accurately, even the most refined nonlinear 
d y n ami can a 1 y 5 i s wo ul d be que 5 t ion a b 1 e . 
1.3 Organization 
The discussion of the results obtained, and the presentation of 
5 
the recommended method is divided into ten chapters. The mathematical 
theory that served as the background for this investigation is developed 
in Chapter 2. The models studied, the parameters considered, and the 
standard earthquake spectrum used are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
contains a general description of the computer programs developed and 
used to oGtain the basic data. Chapters 5, 6~ and 7 provide a detailed 
discussion of the effects of parameter variations upon the responses of 
the structure, and the interpretation of the data. This is the basis for 
the proposed method of computing lateral ·loads presented in Chapter 8 
and illustrated by means of the examples given in Chapter 9. Finally, 
general conclusions and recommendations for further study are given 
inC ha pte r 1 0 . 
1.4 Nomenclature 
F1, FDJ FS == inertia force, damping force, and elastic force 
vectors, respectively. 
p(t) == dynamic appl ied load vecto~. 
K == stiffness matrix. 
U == displacement vector. 
M == rna s s rna t r i x • 
C == damping matrix. 
(x) (x) Q. ,q. == load and displacement vectors i.n local coordinates 
I I 
at· po i n t X" 0 f m em be r i. 
6 
k~x) 
= stiffness properties at point x of member i . I 
~. == in terpo 1 at ion funct ion for member i . 
i 
SE 
-
s t ra in energy. 
Q, q = load and displacement vectors in global coordinates 
the entire structure. 
~. == stiffness matrix for element i in local coordinates. 
I (x) _ ' (x) '- -, _~ 
cr .. J E. == stress and strain at point x of member i. 
I I 
B = transformation matrix from local to global coordinates. 
Q, q = force and displacement vectors in local coordinates. 
K == diagonal matrix componsed of member stiffness matrices.' 
KE '=: kinetic energy. 
~ == maSs per unit area. 
M. == mass matrix for member i in local coordinates.' 
I 
a, a' == proporti~nal ity constants for damping. 
Qext == externally ap~l ied load vector. 
W virtual work done by Q t. ext - ex 
y (t) d i sp 1 acemen t input a t the base. 
Peff(t) = effective load vector. 
y == participation factors. 
If = ei,genvectors .. 
w == circul-ar frequency. 
11 = amp 1 i f·i ca t ion f ac to rs. 
~ == period of the forcing function. 
x == maximum response. 
ASS = sum,of the absolute values. 
SRSS == square root of the sum of the squares. 
for 
7 
8M - base magnitude - total appl fed lateral force 
VD vertical distribution - the portion of base magnitude concentrated 
a t ea c h s tor y . 
-, , 
kb ., kc . total beam and column stiffnesses at story i, respectively. 
I I 
mj = lump~d mass at story i. 
p = specific weight of the material. 
r t = shear-f1exural' ratio. 
kb = stiffness of a beam. 
k stiffness of a column. 
c 
r k = stiffness distribution ratio. 
fl ~ fundamental frequency of the prototype in cps. 
T = fundamental period -of the system Inset. 
N,n = number of stories. 
MR = magnitude 'of the ~arthqu~ke in Rlchter scale. 
D = dimension:of th~ b~iJding ih feet in a dlrection parallel to the 
appl ied fbrces. 
hi = height ofs'tory i'above the base of the building. 
h = total hEdght of the buildihg above' its base. 
n 
Int = intensity of the earthquake. 
A d 1 • • • / 2 = groun acce eratlon In In. sec •. 
E = modulus of elasttcity of the material. 
rr;ome'nt of ihertia df the cross secti'onal area lof a member. 
r = rna s s . dis t rib uti on' ra t i a . 
m 
L = length of. a particular member. 
P. :::: quas'i-sta'tit load at story i.' 
I 
w. :::: weight of story i. 
I 
8 
AO' A1, A2 = equation coefficients for best fitting parabola. 
"X, Y :::: dependent and independent variables, respectively, for 
least square fitting. 
X, Y:::: mean values for the deperident and ind~pendent variables X, 
and Y, respectively_ 
X = dependent variable in regression p~rabola. 
reg 
cr :::: correlation coefficient. 
~', 
BM :::: scaled base-magnitude. 
8M = reference base magnitude. 
CB :::: scalin,9 coefficients for· base magn'tud~~. Sybscripts: 
(R) for earthquake magQitud~; (T) :for' type of bll.ilding; 
(N) for number of stories; (K) for s,tiffn,ess' distribution. 
Super,scripts:" (D) for displacement; (A) for acceleration; 
(S) fa r s ~ea r; (M) Jar mO,men ~i. 
PB seal ing powers for base magnitudes. (Same s~bscripts and 
superscripts as CB)· 
Pk :::: power factor f.or rigidity of the bunding .. 
,I~ f;' =:scaled fun~:ament,al,. frequency for earth~uake magnitude (mode1). 
CFR :::: sealing coefficient for f~~quency, due to earthquake magni-
tude. 
',' .'. 
9 
R total horizontal reaction at the base of the structure. 
W total weight of tre building. 
S = frequency seal ing coefficient. 
c 
K' scaled stiffness matrix. 
K1, Kl = total column stiffness divided by the column height, for 
the first story of treprototype, ard the model, respectively. 
CFD = frequency scaling coefficient for participation of second 
mode . 
. '~ 
A", A = parabol ic coefficients for the prototype and the model 
respectively. (Subscripts 0), 1, or 2. Super?cripts D, A, 
S, or M for displacement acceleration, shear, or moment 
response. ) 
CD' 6A = Sca~ j~g multipl ier and increm,ent for vertical distribu-
tions respect'ively. ,(Su~s~ripts:; (r) type of bui lding,;", 
(N) number of stories; (K) stiffness distribution. Super-
D, 5, A, or M for displacement, 
or moment. 6A takes a 1 so' sub's c rip t s 0, or 2. ) 
b ~, d' t' e' t = equation coeff i c i, en ts for 6rA• 
I a k, bk, -dk equation coefficients for 6 kA• 
f, 
ELn' ELl = enq loads at top and first stories, respectively. 
b, d ,'b' d' = equation coefficients'for end loads. 
e e e' e 
Fn' Fl = concentrated forces at top and first stories, respectiv~ly~ 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
A brief summary of the basic theory used throughout this project 
is given here. The formulation of the equation of motion and the construc-
tion of the various matrices involved in it are discussed first. Then, a 
method of solution for, eigenvalues and eigenvectors as well as a matrix 
compression technique are presented. Finally, the modal analysis method 
and thetalculation of ' quasi-static loads is explained. 
2.1 Equati6nsof Motion 
The formulation of equations of motion for a discrete system 
is based' on the equil ibrium of the dynamic forces corresponding to the 
generalized coordinates of the system(l). If F
1
, FO' and FS are the inertia 
force, damping force, and elastic force vectors ~espectiv~ly,'the dynamic 
equil ibrium equation may be wtitten as 
F -+ F = FS ~ P ( t) I D ( 1 ) 
in which p(t) is the dynamic appl ied load vector. 
Thci relationship between the elastic force vector, FS' and the 
displacement vector, U, is given by 
F ='K U S 
r~. : (2) 
where K is the structural stiffness matrix composed of individual coefficients 
K .. defined as the elastic force corresponding to coordinate Iljll due to a 
IJ 
unit displacement of coordinate "j."'Similarly, the inertia force vector 
is related to the' nodal' accelerations, U, by means 'of the mass matrix" M: 
F = M U I 
1 1 
(3) 
in which M is composed of coefficients M .. representing the inertia force 
IJ 
'at coordinate Iljll resulting from a' unit acceleration of coordinate Ilj." 
Assuming a viscous damping mechanism, the damping forces may be ,expressed 
in terms of the nodal velocities, U, by 
F 0 =.: C U (4) 
, ~ , 
where the coefficients C .. of the da'mping matrix C, represent the damping 
IJ 
force at coordinate "i" due to a unit velocity of coordinate Ilj.1I 
Substituting Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) 'into Eq. (1), the equation of 
motion of the system becomes 
M U + C U + K U =.p (.t) (5) 
where p(t) is equal to zero for the Case of free vibration. 
2.2 Structural Properties 
The first step to\AJards the solut'!onof'a dynamic problem as -indi= 
cated by Eq. (5) is to express the physical properties of the system in 
terms of its, mass, stiffness and damping matrices. 
1~ Stiffness Matrix(2). ,The two main phases in obtaining the 
stiffness matrix for a given discrete systen: are: 
(a) to evaluate the stiffness matrices for the individual elements, 
and 
(b) to assemble them into the global matrix for the system. 
The member stiffness properties in local coordinates may be 
read i 1 y obtained from the expression for s tra in energy. By definition, the 
relation between load and dis p 1 a c eme n t for an elastic medium is 
G'~X) k~x) : (x) (6 ) q. 
I 1 1 
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where Q~x) and q~x) are the load and displacement vectors in local coordin-
I I 
ates at point x along member i, and k~x) represents the stiffness properties 
I 
at that point. 
Since the stiffness properties of a structural member are generally 
considered distributed throughout its length, the displacement vector at 
any location along the member may be obtained by interpolation between the 
nodal displacement vectors at the ends of the member. In other words, if 
~. is the interpolation function for member i, the displacement vector 
I 
, (x) qj at any position x along the member is given by 
(x) , q. = q? q. 
I I J 
The strain energy, SE, stored in the element may be expressed as 
1 r 
SE = '2 J A (Force x Displacement) dA 
or, 
Substituting Eqs~ (6) and into Eq • 
.1 J . T .. T (x) , ' SEe = -2 A q.'~. k. ~. q. dA I I I, 1 I I 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Eq. (9) is a quadratic equati'on whose first deriva'tive with respect to q. 
I 
gives the values of the elements of the member stiffness' matrices in local 
coordinate system, k. (4): 
I 
- J T (x) k. = A~' k. ~. dA 1 . 1 I I (10) 
The stiffness proper~ies at location x of member may be obtained from the 
fundamental stress-strain relation 
Ci ~x) = k ~x) € ~x) 
,I ,I, I' 
, \ I \ 
where Ci~X) and s~x} are the s~resses and ~trains, respe~tively. 
J J",' 
Finally, the stiffness matrix for the entire structure may be 
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assembled by means of the so-called triple product transformation. This 
method requires that a transformation matrix B be'defined by statics using 
ei ther free body diagrams or de deformed shapes of tre structure, such that 
the following. relationship between displacements in local coordJnates, q, 
and those in global coordinates, q, is met. 
q == 8q 
All member sti-ffness matrices, whose elements are given by Eq. (.10) are 
assembled into a diagonal matrix K to which a triple product transformation 
is appl led in order to obtain the total stiffness matrix for the entire 
structure K. That IS, 
2. 
K == 8T K 8 
Mass matr{x (1). The kinetic energy of the system is related 
to the nodal ~elocities by the mass matrix in the same way that the strain 
energy is related to the nodal displacements by the stiffness matrix. Thus, 
the .kinetic energy may be written as 
1 r o(x)2. r.ll) 
KE i =="2 J A 1-1 j q i . dA \ 
where I-1j is tre masS per unit area of the element, and q~x) is the local 
velocity vector at point x of member i. 
The velocity distribution along the member may be related to its 
nodal velocities through an interpolation function: 
q~x) ==~. q. 
I I I 
( 12) 
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) 
1 jr' . T T • dA ( 1 3 ) 
KE i == '2 A qL ~ i 1-1 i ~ i q i 
Eq. (13) is a quadratic equation whose first derivative with respect to q. 
J 
gives the values of the member masS matrices in local coordinates, Hi: 
_. r T 
M. = A~' II .• ~. dA I J I l"'" I - I (14 ) 
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The total mass matrix is assembled in a similar way as the stiffness matrix. 
The interpolation functions ~. to be used in Eq. (14) may'be 
I 
chosen arbitrarily. However, in the case of distributed mass systems it 
is generally assumed that the interpolation functions for the mass matri~ 
are the same as those used in evaluating the stiffness matrix, so that the 
kinetic energy of the elements will be consistent with the strain energy. 
If the displacement functiqns are compatib"le, the consistent mass matrix 
will lead to an upper bound on the natural frequency(3). 
To obtain a lumped mass matrix the interpolation functiori ~. 
I 
is set equal to unity over a specified portion of the" element" and zero 
elsewhere. In general, it is desirable to use the lumped mass matrix rather 
than the consistent mass ~atrix because the first is diagonal ~nd thus 
simpl ifies gr~atly the s~bs~quent dynamic an~lysis, whereas the l~tt~r 
requires substantial ~dditional computational effort. A careful selection 
of coordinates is necessary since the ~ass matrix may turn out to be singular 
if the coordinates are defined in such a way that; some of them do not con-
tribute to the kinetic energy. 
3. Damping Matrix(l,6). The sa~e procedure used before to 
obtain stiffness and mass matrices may be used for damping matrices in the 
following two cases. 
(a) When the damping forces are proportional to the velocity of 
the masses, the damping 'matr"ix may be evaluated as the mass 
matrix. Thus, if the element inertia forces are: 
F~ = II. cj . 
I I"'" I 
then the damping forces may be given by 
D •• F. = CC II. q . 
I I"'" I 
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where a is a proportional ity constant. After making an 
analysis similar to that used for the mass matrix, the 
followin"g expression for the elements of the damping 
" rna t r i x res u 1 t s 
C i = J A ~ ~ 0 \.1 i CP i dA = a M j ( 15) 
(b)' If the damping stresses are assumed to be proportional to 
-the elastic stresses, a procedure similar-to that of the 
stiffness'matrix may be used. Therefore, if the elastic 
stresses are given by 
. E (x) 
cr· = k. e . 
I I I 
then the damping stresses maY' b~ expressed as 
o _ .... , k (x) .'.' 
cr. -0 . e· 
I I.. I 
where a f is a proportional ity constant~ A procedure similar 
to that used for the stiffness matrix gives 
T (x) -~. a' k. ~. dA = a l k. 
I I - I I 
(16) 
The total damping matrix is assembled ih the same way as the 
stiffness matrix. 
The damping matrix is necessary only when a direct inegration of 
the equation of motion is performed. For '~\1 other methods modal damping 
ratios obtained experimentally are a satisfactory approximation(13). 
4. LoadVector(l). The virtual work done by' the appl led loads 
through a virtual displacement may be used to obtain the load vector. Using 
Eq. (7), the virtual displacements of the el'ement may be expressed in terms 
of the nodal values, q., by means of an interpolation function ~.: 
I I 
( 17) 
The virtual work done by the app] ied force vector Q is 
ext . 
. I 
oW 
ext. 
I =J A 
Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) 
J -T T Q dA oW t = c:P. Qq. t 
16 
( 18) 
(19 ) 
ex A I I ex. 
Differentiating Eq. (19) with respect1to oq~ the following expression for 
I 
the element load vector is obtained 
n (4- \ - J if, T n riA 
r i \ I.. J - A ':t' i· "'-ext. ...., (20) 
I 
Thl'! total load vector may be Clssembled from the element load vectors in the 
same way as th~stiffness matrix. 
In the case of earthquakes the vibration is induced by a motion 
of the base of the structure. This problem may be handled by using relative, 
rather than absolute coordinates. Call ing the input motion y(t), and the 
relative displacement vector U, . it ·follows that the relative veloci ty 
and absolute acceleration of t.he mas'sesa:~'e U and (U + y) respectively. 
Therefore, the damping and inertia forces may be expressed as 
and 
F = C U D 
The elastic forces are still given by 
F = K U S 
(21 ) 
(22) 
(23) 
since any displacement at the base constitut,es a rigid body motion and 
therefore has no· influence in the state of stresses of the structure. 
substituting Eqs. (21), (22), and (23) into Eq. (1) and making 
p(t) equal to zero f6rno external load applied on the structure, 
M (U + y) + C U + K U. = 0 
Therefore, 
M U + C U + K U = -M Y (24) 
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The right-hand side of Eq. (24) is generally cal led the effective load 
2.3 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
Once the equation of motion has been formulated and the structural 
properties of the system determined, the next step in solving a dynamic 
problem is to find the frequencies and mode shapes for the undampened free-
vibration case(l). 
In this instance, the equation.of motion may be stated as 
MU + KU=O (25) 
which is a homogeneous second order differential equation whose solution 
i s a ha nno n i c fun c t ion 0 f the form: 
u = x sin ill t (26) 
Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (25), the general form of the eigenvalue 
equa t i on becomes 
K x (27) 
For the solution of Eq. (27) to be feasible, it· is required that the mass 
and stiffness matrices meet certain conditio~s(5). 
The first condition imposed on bot~ mass and stiffness matrices 
is that they be non-singular~ The stiffness matrix becomes singular when 
rigid body motions are included in its derivatio.n. If the coordinates are 
defined in a way that some of them do not contribute to the kinetic energy, 
then the m~ss matrix becomes singular. 
An additional requirement for the stiffness matrix is that it 
should be positive definite. Such condition will follow from the fact 
thClt the quadratic equation (Eq. (9)) that ,originated the stiffness matrix 
18 
be positive definite. A quadratic form 
n n 
XT Q (x, x) = 2:: 2::. ok •• x. x. = K X 
i = 1 j=l IJ I J 
is positive definite if all choices of x. except x = 0, make Q(x, x) 
I 
greater than zero, and Q(x,x) equa1 to zero when x o. If Q(x,x) is 
positive def!nite, then K is also positive definite. Since the strain 
energy is always positive, the stiffness matrix in generalized coordinates 
will be positive definite if: 
a) no prop~rtional rows and columns exist, or 
b) in case there are proportio~al rows or columns, the deter-
minant of the matrix without the rows and columns that are 
proportional, is zero. 
Many methods of·solving the eigenvalue problem (Eq. (27)) have 
been formulated. The only one that will be discussed here is Jacobi's 
method since it was the one used to obta in most of the data for this in-
yes t i ga t ion. I t Was chosen because of its capab i 1 i ty of hand 1 i ng s ys terns 
up·to 200 degrees of freedom with reasonable execution time on current 
computers, and abil ity of working with both lumped and consistent 
mass matrices. 
The basis for Jacobi's ~ethod is a process of dfagonal ization 
of the matrices by :;uccessive rotations. First, a matrix, m, is defined 
such that (since M is positive definite) 
T M = m m (28) 
in which the mass matrix M can be either lumped or consistent. Next, a 
change .of variable is performed as indicated by 
T 
,1, = m X 
'f r r 
Sub 5 tit uti n g E q • ( 29 ) into E q • ( 2 7 ) 
2 
Hs * r = ill r ~ r 
where, 
H 
s 
-1 
= m K 
Eq. (30,) may be written as 
11 ~ = ,1, :\ 
s r 't'r 
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(29) 
(30) 
(31 ) 
(32) 
where the spectral matrix of H ,:\, is a diagonai matrix whose elements 
5 
are the eigenvalues of Hs (i.e., ( 2). Because of orthogonal ity of the modal 
rna t r i x of H , ,1, 
. S 'f r' 
-1 T 
~r *r 
therefore, 
Ilt
T H ~ =:\ 
'f r s r (33) 
Thus, stafting with matrix Ho and,multiplying ft by a se~uenCe of rotation 
matrices R. for i = 1, 2, 3" •.. " n as follows 
I 
Hl Rj H Rl 
H2 = R~ Hl 'Rl 
etc., and for proper choices of R, Hn becomes essentially a diagonal matrix 
for numerical purposes. When this dfagonal form forH is reached, then 
n 
the diagonal elements in A are identified as the eigenvalues of H, and 
R 
n 
n 
=n 
i = 1 
R. 
I 
Each column of Wr is a mode shape whose correspondent one in X coordinates is 
-1 T 
Xr = (m ) W r (34) 
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2.4 Matrix Compression 
When the number of degrees of freedom becomes too large, a 
complete so'lution is impractical even by very efficient computers. In 
these instances it is necessary to reduce the number of degrees of freedom 
considered before the dynamic part of the analysis may be performed(7). 
There is a number of so-called matrix compression techniques for this 
purpose. The one used in this study is discussed below. 
The~ relationshi'p'between forces and displacements of an elastic 
medi6m may b~~tatedas 
(35) 
where the stiffness matrix K has been partitioned in such a way that. the 
load and di5placement vectors P2 and X2 correspond to the deg~ees of freedom 
that are to-be e1 iminated~ Then, Pi maybe set equal to zero. Therefore, 
from which 
X2 
On the other hand 
P 1 ,= Kl 1 Xl - K12 X2 
Substituting.Eq .. (36):into Eq. (37) 
therefore, the reduced stiffness matrix K* is 
(36) 
(37) 
;", 
The mass matrix has to be compressed consistehtly with the stiff-
ness matrix. Partitioning the mass matrix in the same way as the stiffness 
matrix, the virtual work of inertial forces may be stated a~ 
21 
(39) 
which means that the virtual work of inertial forces corresponding to the 
.'~ 
reduced mass matrix M; should b~ equal to that of the original mass matrix M. 
If the total virtual displacement vector is particioned as 
5X = {~:!} 
oX2 
the n , from E q . ( 3 6 ) 
therefore, 
I 
oX = {------~--} 
. -1 
.-K22 K21 
whe~eI is the identity matrix. From Eq. (36), 
-1 
X2 = -K22 K21 Xl 
Substituting Eqs. (40) and (41) into Eq. (39) 
T· -k" T i -1 . T [M 1 1 : M 1 ~l [ I l·· 
-oX 1 Ml X = -oX 1 [I: -(K22 K21 ) ] M;~tM;~ _K- 1K J Xl 
. 22 21 
Therefore, the 
,', 
reduced mass matrix M is . 
. M 1M: I 
-,';; I (-1 ) TJ [ 11 I l~. [ ---------1 M = [I:' - K K - - - t --- -1 J 22 21 M21 ,M 2 -K22 K21 I . 
2.5 Modal Analysis 
(40) 
(41,) 
(42) 
In the case of forced vibration there are two techniques to 
solve the equation of motion (Eq. (5)), namely direct integration, and modal 
analysis. The first one is used when the load input is very compl icated 
and fo r non-l inear systems; there are a number of direct integration 
schemes - (12) ava i 1 ab 1 e such as the well known Newmark's t3 method (11) • Since 
modal analysis .was used in this study, • to I .. i.s discussed in some detail (1). 
The modal analysis method is based upon·th~ principle of super-
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position, that is, the total deflection caused by a set of forces is found 
by adding deflections produced by the ind~vidual forces of the set acting 
separately. However, the principle of superposition is val id for 1 inear 
systems' in which the displaceme'nt coordinates and their derivatives appear 
in the equations of motion only to the first power with constant coefficients. 
There exists a set of coordinates that are related to the geo-
metric di~placement coordinates by a linear transformation. When thedif-
ferential equations are expressed in terms of normal coordinates they are 
found to be completely uncoupled so that they can be solved independently, 
therehy simpl ifying the solution process. This is called the principle of 
linear indepe~dence of vectors, and is based on the fact that coup1 ing is 
not, an inherent property of the system but depends On the coordinates chosen. 
Makin'g use of Rayleigh's quotient, the following expression ~or the modal 
response in normal coordinates may be written 
(43) 
.. ~ - . 
where~. is the eigenvect~r for mode 
I 
i, and the participation factors y. are 
I 
given by 
y ~' = 
I 
~.~ p, 
,I 
T ~. M ~. I I 
P is obtained from the forcing function 
p(t) == P f(t) 
(44) 
(45) 
A convenient way of handl ing a time dependent forcing function is 
to establ ish a pattern of similarity between the multi-degree-of-freedom sys-' 
tem_an~ a single-degree-of-freedom system. This is done by means of ampl i-
ficatio~ factors ~, obtained on the basis of a single~degree-of-freedom sys-' 
tern; the solution for the multi-degree-of-freedom system is obtained by 
mul tiplying the uncoupled eigenvectors Vi' by~. That is 
X i == ~ i Y i ( 46 ) 
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If the forcing function p(t) is a well defined mathematical expression, 
the ampl ification factors ~ may be obtained from Duhamel IS integral 
= ~. st 1\ . w f (T) s r n w. (t - T) dT 
I I 0 I 
(47) 
where w. is the circular frequency for mode i and T is the period of the 
I 
forcing function. 
When the force input is a random excitation such as an earthquake, 
the ampl ification factors may be obtained from a response spectrum of the 
s e i sm i c mo t ion e 
Combining ,Eq. (43) and (46) and the principle of superposition) 
the maximum spectral response of the system is obtained as 
n 
X = 2:: 
i = 1 
(48) 
,Eq. (L~8) defines only the maximum response of each mode but not the time 
at which it occurs. Each mode of vibrption has a frequency different from 
that of the other modes and therefore, its maximum response generally 
occurs at a time different ~rom the times of the maximum response of the 
other modes. To get closer to the maximum response a statistical approach 
is used. The summation of the 
for the individual modes is an extreme upper'bound to the response of the 
tot a 1 s y stem. T ha tis, 
n 
,X
ABS = 2:: i =1 I y. ~. 11· I I I I (49) 
This sum of the absolute values (ABS) is also known as the possible maxi-
mum (14) . 
A more .reasonable estimate of the maximum response is given by 
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the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) of the individual modal 
maxima 
The SRSS 
XSRSS = j E 
i =1 
, 2' (y.~. 1\.) 
I I· I 
response :,5 a 1,so r.al 1,pd· th b bl . (14) _ _ ,e pro a .e maxImum . 
(50) 
Eqs. (49) and (50) may be used to obtain spectral responses other 
than displacements, namely accelerations, shears, and moments, by using 
the corresponding modal vector in place of ~ .. 
I 
2.6 Quasi-Static Loads 
Although accurate analytical methods may lead directly to stresses 
and deformations at critical points in the struc,ture, only an estimate of 
forces is needed for the purpose of prel iminary design(8). It has been 
traditional to use quick (but hopefully rel iable) methods that give static 
loads which are greater than the dynamic loads, thus resulting in a conser-
vative design. Given the unpredictable nature of the earthquake input a 
sophisticated analysis is out of the question for economic and practical 
reaSons. Approximate forces may be obtained from the dynamic analysis and 
used as static lateral loads in order to select the proportibns of the 
members~ Quasi-static loads for the responses of interest, namely displace-
ments, accelerations, shears, and moments may be obtained as lindicated below. 
D In the case"of displacements, a set of quasi~static forces P., may 
I 
be computed by multiplying the spectral displacement vector by the stiffness 
matrix. Quasi-static for6es for acceleration p~, are calculated by multi-
I 
plying the spectral acceleration vector by the mass matrix. For shears, a 
single di·fferentiation step appl ied on the spectral shear vector gives the 
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S quasi-static loads P .. A double differentiation process has to be appl ied 
I 
on the spectral moment vector in order to obtain ~he quasi-static loads 
M for moment P .. These differentiations may be carried out by any numerical 
I 
scheme such as Newmark's method'(9) 10). 
It is important to note that quasi-static forces for the various 
responses considered have to be obtained ,independently since the maximum 
transient values at any elevation do not necessarily appear simultaneously, 
and hence) arise from different loading distributions. To meet this con-
dition the quast-static loads should be obtained directly from the.corre-
sponding spectral responses and not exclusively from spectral displacements. 
A convenient way of expressing a .set ofquasi~static loads is 
by giving the. total reaction induced at the base of the structure or base 
magnitude (8M), and a vertical distribution vector (VO) containing.the 
per~entages of the base ma~nitude that ought to be appl iedat each floor; 
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CHAPTER 3 
MODELS AND PARAMETERS 
This chapter deals with the various types of bu11ding structures 
and tf-eway they have been modeled. The parameters influencing the dynam·ic 
bcihavior of s~ch structures are outlined. Finally, some~general ities on 
the nature of earthquake motions are given and the selected standard earth-
quake spectrum ispreserited. 
3. 1 '- Types ofS t ruc tu res' 
Structures and their corresponding m6dels generally resist l~teral 
forcei induced by ground motions through shear or flexural actf6ns. There-
fore, building structures may be ~~bdfvided into shear and flexural ~~tording 
to the way they behave'under lateral loads. Fig. 1 illustrates these two 
types of structures as are usually encountered j~ actual practice. The 
frame and shear-wall elements composing the combined building shown in 
Fig. l(a) have been separated and their independent behavior is presented 
in Figs. l(b) and (c). 
When the rotations at the joints (beam~column connections) are 
highly restricted as in the case of a frame with very stiff girders, and 
the axial deformations· of the columns are small, the lateral deflections 
of a story relative to the next one below it decrease with increasirtg height 
above the base, as indicated by Fig. 1 (b). Such effect is called shear 
behavior. If the axial deformation of tl-ecolumns is large and the rota-
tional restraint in th'e joints is small) the bui Iding behaves essentially as 
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a cantilever beam as shown in Figo 1 (c). Shear and flexural structures 
differ also in the definition of their stiffness matrix as will be dis-
cussed later. 
Pure-shear and pure~flexural buildings are sometimes encountered 
in practice. However, the most common case is a combination of both kinds. 
Buildings having a complete moment resisting frame combined with shear 
Wa lIe 1em e n t s, -us u all y a 1 0 n g sid eel eva to r s 0 r s t a i rwe 1 1 s a s ill u s t r a ted 
in Fig. l(a), are frequently found. 
As far as the type of members composing a structure and their 
disposition are concerned, building structures may be classified as frames, 
box systems, or· shear-wall systems. A frame may be defined asa II s tructura1 
system composed of interconnected members, other than bearing walls, later-
ally supported so as to function as a complete self-contained unit with or 
without the aid of horizontal diaphragms or floor bracing systemsolJ(15) 
Depending on the stiffness of the girders relative to that of the columns, 
a frame may fall into the categories of pure-shea.r or pure-flexural buildings, 
or be somewhere in between. 
A box system is a IIstructural system without a complete vertical 
load carrying space frame, in which the requ,ired lateral l loads are resisted 
by 5 hea r wa 11 s. II (lS) A shea r Wa 11 is a IIwa 11 des i gned to res i s t 1 a tera 1 
,. l' l' 'h l' "(15),, I If: b °d d Torces para Ie to t e wa I." ~rOSS-Dracea rames may e consl ere as 
shear walls. Box sys.tems, shear walls and braced frames, as well as chimneys, 
towers, and masts, not braced laterally by cable guys, behave essentially as 
flexural structures. 
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3 · 2 Ma t hema t i ca 1 Mod e 1 
The first step towards the investigation of the behavior of a 
structure subjected to earthquake motions is the establ ishing of an appro-
priate model. A·mathematical model provides a general means of representing 
the structural systems discussed in ~he preceding section. 
From the many possible mathematical models, the discrete one Was 
considered the most suitable for this investigation. The discrete model 
is based on the concept that the structure consists of an assemblage of 
individual componenti, the properties of which are defined directly as 
indicated in Chapter 2, a'nd may be synthesized into a single system. 
The model is illustrated in,Fig .. 2.' A large variety of buildings 
f.rom the pure-shear to the pure-flexural"can be represented by changing 
the shea r - f] ex u r a 1 rat i 0 r t ~ i. e. ,t her a t i 0 of t he to tal s t iff n e s s 0 f the. 
beams kb ., to the total stiffness of the columns ~c. and ~ ,connected to I I c i+l 
bea~s of a particular story 
Kb • 
I 
f t = K (51 ) 
c. 
I 
Thus, if r t is zero the model shown in Fig. 2 represents a pure-flexural 
buHding, whereas if r t is equal to infinity it becomes a pure-shear model. 
For the intermediate cases the stiffness of the beams introduce 
~n additional restrail}t on the rotation, of the joints as compared to the 
pure-fle~ural case in which free rotation of the joints is attained; Thus, 
the rotational stiffness of the model is a function of the beam stiffness. 
In general; a buildi'ng has six degrees of freedom per 
Rubenstein and Hurty(}) have shown that for bui ldings with a height to 
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width ratio (aspect ratio) of five or less, the axial deformation in all 
frame members can be disregarded with a small sacrifice in accuracy of the 
computed natural modes and frequencies of the building. In most cases, it 
is also permissible to simp1 ify the response behavior by assuming that the 
floor slabs act as ideal diaphragms, that is, rigid in the horizontal plane, 
but flexible vertically. 
The-model may be simpl ified further by assuming equal rotations of 
the frame joints. The accuracy of the computed results when such assumptions 
are made was studied by Rubenstein and Hurty(16). After investigating 
several .cases they' concluded that this assumption is satisfactory and computer 
time Was gre~tly reduced (maybe up to 900%). 
Thus, the model proposed in Fig. 2 may be considered in general 
to have two degrees of freedom per joint: a horizontal translation, and a 
rotation. Following the procedwre outl ined in Chapter 2, a general stiff-
ness matrix for the model may be written as follows: 
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0 0 
0 0 
-2k Lk 
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-Lk 
L2 
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0 
In the above matrix, k. is given by 
I 
6 E. I. 
k. I ! 
I 
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(53) 
where E. is the modulus of elasticity of trematerial, I. is the moment of 
I I 
inertia of the cross sectional area, and L. is the length of member i in 
I 
the model. 
The preceding stiffness matrix, developed for a discrete model, 
may be used for the pure-shear and pure-flexural buildings as well as the 
intermediate cases. By making r t equal to zero, the stiffness matrix 
becomes that corresponding to a flexural building. In the case of a shear 
building, the rows and columns corresponding to those diagonal terms con-
taining the shear-flexural ratio r
t 
ought to be el iminated. 
The mass is assumed to be lumped at the joints; thus the mass 
matrix for both discrete and analytical models is: 
ml 
m 2 
m3 
M = (54) 
m. 
I 
l m n 
By varying the parameters of the model illustrated in Fig. 2, and 
the corresponding stiffness and mass properties given by Eqs. (52) ~nd (54), 
a total of eighteen different cases were investigated as indicated in Table 1. 
The various models are classified by number of stories, mass distribution, 
stiffness distribution, and type of building. The properties of the models, 
are given in terms of the stiffness distribution ratio rk, the mass distri-
bution ratio r
m
, and the shear-flexural ratio rt" The stiffness distribu-
tion ratio is given by 
-k 
c 
__ n 
kc 
1 
(55) 
where ~ and ~ are the total column sttffnesses for the top and first 
c c. 
n ! 
stories respectively;.and the mass distribution ratio is 
r 
m 
(56) 
where'm
n 
and ffi 1 ~re the' l~mped masses at the top and first stories respec-
tively .. The shear-flexufal ratio is defined 'by Eq. (51). 
Four cases of m'ass and stiffness' distribution were studied as 
shown in Fig4 3. They are: 
Case A: constant mass and stiffness 
Case B: constant mas.s and 1 inearly varying stiffness 
Case C: constant stiffness and 1 inearly varying mass 
Case D: 1 inearly varying mass and stiffness. 
Most structures fall somewhere between Case A and Case B for vertical 
stiffness distribution, and between pure-shear and ~ure-flexural buildings. 
3.3 Parameters Considered 
A deterministic parameter variation study Was conducted. The 
ba s; c pa rame ters' cons i dered were the fa 11 owi ng: 
1. Stiffness distribution ratio, r k" 
20 Mass distribution ratio, r . 
, m 
3. Type of building (shear-flexural ratio, r
t
). 
4. Fundamental frequency, f l " 
5. ·Rigidity of the building (power factor, Pk). 
6. Number of stories, N. 
70 Magnitude of the earthquake motIon, MR" 
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The first three parameters, i.e., rk, rm' and r t , aredef.i.ried by Eqs. (55), 
(56), and (51), respectively. The fundamental frequency of the building 
may be obtained by means of a standard eigenvalue routine (for small struc-
tures) or by using any of the several approximate formulas encountered in 
the 1 iter~ture on this subject, an example of which is the one given below(17). 
T 0.05 h ' 
n 
(57) 
where T is the fundamental period of the building, 0 is the dimension of 
the btiilding In feet in a direction parallel to the applied forces, h is 
n 
the total height of the building above its base, and fl is the fundamental 
freque~cy in cycles per seco~d (cps.). Finally, the rigidity power factor 
Pk, a~d,the earthquake magni~ude MR, are defined in Chapter 5· 
The effect of these parameters was measured by ·base magnitudes 
and vertical distributions of concentrated lateral static loads corresponding 
to dynamic dis.placements, accelerations, shears, and overturning moments. 
3.4 Standard Earthquake Spectrum 
Given the number of seismic records available, .their random nature 
and the many fac~ors influencing the motion of the ground, 'it is necessary 
to define a standa'r,d earthquake spectrum which serves as Ithe forcing 
function in the analysis of the various models. In order to define 
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such a standard tremor it is convenient to consider first certain character-
istics of earthquake motions. 
During an earthquake the ground oscillates in an irregular pattern 
both horizontally and vertically for a certain period of time. Such a 
motion of. the surface may be recorded by a seismograph in ·the form of an 
acceleration trace or acceleragram. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the 
recorded ground acceleration for the North-South com~onent of El Centro 
earthquake of May 18, 1940. The velocity and displacement traces shown in 
Fig~ 4werecomputed'by integration of the acceleration records. 
The displacem~nt record shown in Fig. 4 may be input at the base 
of an'elastic single:-degree-of-freedom syste'm having various damping factors 
and natural frequencies. If the responses of the system are plotted in a 
four-way logarithmic chart, the so-called pseudo-velocity response spectrum 
is obtained as illustrated by Fig. 5. Finally, the pseud6-ve'locity spectrum 
may be transformed into a tripartite response spectrum by drawing constant 
displacement, constant velocity, and constant acceleration lines thro~gh 
its maximum peaks. 
For the purpose of this study, ~ tripartite spectr~m Was considered 
to be an acceptable approximation of the gr~und motion as well as an easy 
method of handl ing the earthquake input. A standard earthquake spectr~m' 
was defined from the' ground mot ion pseudo-veloc i ty spectrum' for El Centro 
'earthquake shown in Fig. 5 by means of ~he ampl ification factors given in 
Ref. 21. The resulting spectrum as shown fn Fig. 6 is the standard earth~ 
quake spectrum used througho~t this investigation. The reasons for having 
selected the North-South "component of El ~entro earthquake of May, '1940 as 
the basi~ for the st~ndard earthquake spectrum are discussed below. 
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Earthquakes may be of tectonic or volcanic nature depending on 
the kind of energy released. Volcanic earthquakes are of meager importance; 
thus, when talking about earthquakes one usually refers to tectonic earth-
quakes. These seismic motions are produced by the sudden release of strain 
energy accumulated on the adjacent surfaces of a geological fault. The 
amount of energy re.l eased, or, in other words, the importance of an earth-
quake, may be measured by either its intensity or its magnitude. Intensity 
is a relative measuring quantity that indicates the extent to which the 
effect of ~ seis~ic motion appears at a given site; intensity decreases as 
the distance from the point considered to the epicenter of the earthquake 
increases. The following e'xperimental fonnulas to calculate the intensity 
of an earthquake at a given site knowing the ground acceleration at that 
point were presented by Richt~r(22): 
1 r: 
I. :,; + 3.0 log A 
Int2 = 2.-1 + 2.3 lc;:>g A 
where I nt J and In t2 are two different measures for 
earthquake and A i s the ground acceleration at that 
the ground accel erat ion at the epicenter is used, 
the intensity 
(58) 
(59) 
of the 
point in in./sec 2 . 
these equations give 
If 
the maximum intensity of the earthquake. Magnitude, on tre other hand, is 
an absolute measurement that indicates the amount of energy released by 
the source, thus defining a given earthquake motion independently of the 
location of the site. Two well known magnitUde scales have been formulated: 
Richter's magnitude scale (1942)(22), and Mercal 1 i IS modified intensity 
sca 1 e (1931) (23). The firs t one grades ea rthqua kes from 1 to 8 accord i ng 
to the amount of energy released by the source as discussed above, and is 
the o~e used here since a direct relationshJp may be est~bl ished between· 
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the magnitude of the motion and the acceleration of the ground by the 
following experimental formula(22): 
MR = 2.2 + 1.8 log A (60) 
where MR is the magnitude of the earthquake rn Richter scale, and A is the 
acceleration of the ground at the epicenter, in in./sec. 2 • 
The modified Mercal 1 i scale is a subjective estimate of the in-
tensity of the seismic motion that classifies them in categories ranging 
fron1 1 to 12 according to the damaging effect of the earthquake. 
Intensitie~ and magnitudes of the most important earthquakes 
that h~ve occurred in the past 50 years and whose records are available, 
were computed by means of Eqs. (58), (59), and (60)., and are tabulated in -
Table 2 .. It can be readily seen that the maximum quantities for intensity 
and magnitude correspond to the North-South component of E1 Centro earth-
quake of May, 1940. This was the main reason for selecting such a tremor 
as the basis for constructing the tripartite standard earthquake spectrum 
to be used in this study and shown in Fig. 6.-
The selected standard earthquake spectrum il·1ustrated in Fig. 6 
has a constant displacement branch of 20.7 in., a constant velocity branch 
of 54.72 in./sec., and a constant acceleration branch of 2.05 g. Its 
Richter magnitude may be calculated by means of Eq.(60) as follows:' 
MR = 2.2 + 1.8 log (2.05 x 386) = 7.4 (6 L) 
'wh i ch is very close, to the maximum va 1,ue of 8 in the sca 1 e, and fa r more. 
severe than that of the North-South component of E1 Centro, 1940 earthquake .. 
For structures that require a high security standard such-as 
nucl~ar reactors, design spectrum ~urves resulting from a combination of 
1 d 'f'" h k b . d(24,25) Newnlark has sho l 'Jn(2.1) severa I Terent eart qua 'es are eing use -_ . v' 
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that such spectra are bound by a tripartite spectrum similar to the one 
selected here and shown in Fig. 6. 
When studying the effect of earthquake magnitude upon the response 
of the various models, other spectra of smaller magnitudes were used as 
will be dis~ussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESPONSE DATA 
In this chapter, a general description of the cqmputer prog~ams 
use d j nob t a i n i n 9 the d a t a for the sub seq ue n tan a 1 y sis j i s g i v en. The 
format in which the data obtained is pres~nted is also discussed. 
4.1 General Description of Computer Programs 
Two major programs were developed. The first one was used to 
generate the equivalent stiffness matrix for the model shown in Fig. 2 
corresponding to multi-story multi-bay frames. The second one computed 
the dynamic response of the structure. These two programs are discussed 
below in more detail. 
1. Matrix Generator.. This program, called GEUGEN, is a stiffness 
and mass matrix generator. It was written in POST (Problem Oriented Sub-
routine TraMslator) (26), so th~t it would be able to handle large matrices 
by using the secondary memory (disks) dynamic allocation characteristics 
of the POST compiler. The structure is treated as a finite element grid 
and its mass and stiffness matrices are generated as discussed in Chapter 2. 
The generated mass matrix may be either lumped or consistent, or a combina-
tion of both in the -case, for instance, of a heavy piece of machinery in-
stalled in a floor of a structure that has distributed maSs. 
Once the mass ~nd stiffness matrices for the entire system are 
generated, they might undergo a·.r~dJction process if desired. Two types of 
matrix reduction are built into the program: reduction by compression, and 
. I 
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reduction by summation. The first one Was discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 
The second one consists in adding up certain rows and columns of the matrix 
so as to account for such reductions in the number of degrees of freedom 
resulting f~o~ neglecting the axial deformation of the beams and/or 'columns. 
Eit~er ofth~se redu~tion processes or both simultaneously can be ~ppl ied 
to the generated matrices. 
Finally, the matrices are printed out or stored in a data file 
to be used as input stream for the dynamic analyzer. A block diagram of 
the p~ogram is shown in Fig. 7. 
In summary, GEUGEN has th~ following present capabil ities: 
Mass and stiffness matrices can be generated for any plane 
structure (frame, truss,finite element grid, etc.), size 
limitations,being those of the computer secondary storage. 
Themass'and stiffness matrices can be generated either from 
the simple memeber properties (E, A, J, L, G, p) or from 
given elementar~matrices in 10ca,1 coordinates. 
Three types of mass matrix can be generated: lumped, con-
sistent, or a combination of both. 
Two types of reductioh processes can be appl ied on both mass 
and stiffness matrix: reduction by compression or reduction 
by summation. Either one of them can be performed, or both 
simultaneously. 
Shear deforma~iontan:be also included in generating the 
stiffness matrix. 
Any type of support conditions can be handled. 
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2. Dynamic Analyzer. This program, called GEUDYN, is a dynamic 
modal analyzer that takes the matrices generated by GEUGEN as input and 
through a process of modal analysis, as discussed in Chapter 2, calculates 
the responses of the system. Assuming that the matrices at the input stream 
have been already compressed to a manageable size, the main consideration 
when writing this program was the speed of the numerous calculations involved, 
rather than the size of the memory used. Therefore, it Was wri tten in FORTRAN. 
In general terms, the various steps involved in this program 
are the following. First, an additional reduction process similar to that 
used in GEUGEN may be executed here in case the matrices are input directly 
into this program. Then, an eigenvalue routine is called to calculate natural 
frequencies and mode shapes which are processed through a modal analysis 
ro~tine to obtain spectral responses for a given earthquake. Next, the 
quasi-static loads as well as their corresponding base magnitudes and verti-
cal distributions are computed. Finally, a least-square fitting procedure 
is appl fed to the vertical distributions, and eq~ation coefficients as well 
as correlation coefficients ar~ determined. This process may be repeated' 
in a cycl Ie manner so as to sweep part or all of the frequency range of the 
earthquake spectrum as discussed below. A b.lock diagram of the program is 
shown in Fig. 8.' 
The process of computing modal responses, spectral responses, 
quasi-static loads, ~nd base magnitudes and vertical distributions can be 
made regene~ative in such a way that in each cycle the model is scaled to 
be in a different place in the spectrum, thus sweeping it out. The seal ing 
is carried out by multiplying the mass and stiffness matrices by a constant 
quanti ty or scal ing factor. In such a case, the eigenvalues do not have to 
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be recalculated, but they are simply multipl led or divided (depending on 
whether the stiffness or the mass matrices were multipl ied by that coeffi-
cient) respectively) by the square~ of the scal ing factor. This operation 
shifts the frequency bound of the model through the spectrum, although the 
logarithmic separation of the modes and the band width remain unchanged. 
The:; pUI-pose of sweeping the spectrum is to find the effect of the rigidity 
of the building on the base magnitudes as will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
In summary) GEUDYN has the following present capabil ities: 
Any type of structure (frame, truss, finite element grid, etc., 
can be treated, with the 1 imitations imposed by the size of 
the computer memory (core). 
T~ re.e.,.t..ypes .of. .rna s s mat r i x Ca n bet rea ted: 1 umped, con sis-
tent, or a combination of both. 
An additional reduction by compression of the mass and stiff-
ness matrices can be performed here. 
A unit or any other given load vector can be used. 
Any tripartite ground motion spectrum can be specified as 
well as any amount of damping. 
The spectrum can be swept partially or automatically from 
one end to the other. 
The programs were executed on two different computers. GEUGEN was 
executed on the Burroughs B5500 at the Civi 1 Engineering Systems Laboratory, 
whereas, GEUDYN was run on an IBM 360/75 at the Digital Computer Laboratory, 
both at the University of 111 inois. 
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4.2 Fa rma t of Respons e Da ta 
The responses of the system wer',e obtained in tenns of quasi-static 
concentrated loads as discussed in Chapter 2. These forces were transformed 
into dimensionless parameters, namely base magnitudes and vertical distribu-
tions so that they could be used directly in design and at the same time 
compared ,most meaningfully among themselves and with those obtarned by other 
methods,,· . 
·Base magnitudes 8M, were computed from the quasi-static loads by 
the following expression: 
8M 
n 
L 
i =1 
n 
P. 
I 
l: w . 
. i = 1 I 
(62) 
where P. is the quasi-static load appl ied at story i, and w. is tre weight 
I I 
of story i. The corresponding vertical distributions VD, were computed by 
n 
VD = 
P .l: w 
i i = 1 i. 
n 
w. 2: P. 
. 4. 1 I 1= 
(63 ) 
Eqs. (62) and (63) are discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6. Verti-
cal distributions given by Eq.: (63) indicate the fraction of the base 
reaction that is applied as a concentrated force at each story. 
Since vertical distributions were found to be close to a parabola 
within certain range of the spectrum, least-square parabol ic functions were 
fitted(27). The equation of the regression parabola in an'X - Y coordinate 
,system is 
Xreg = AO + AT Y + A2 y2 (64) 
where coefficients A2, Al and AO are given respectively by 
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(65) 
(66) 
~X - A ~y - A ~y2 
.1 2 
N (67) 
where N is the number of stories, X is the dependent variable, in this case 
the vertical distribution quantities, and Y is the independent variable, in 
this case (h./h). Correlation coefficients that would indicate how well 
, . .·1 n 
the best fitting parabola approximates the actual·: vertical distribution 
curve, were calculated as follows: 
(68) 
-
where X and Yare the mean values for the dependent and independent variables, 
respectively. A more detailed discussion on the best fitting parabola will 
be presented in Ch~pter 6. 
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4.3 Data Obtained 
The output of the computer program (GEUDYN) contains the fol low-
"Ing quantitiesG 
1. Modal Responses: natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal. 
participation f~ct6rs, modal story she~rs, modal overturning 
moments and modal accelerations. 
2. Spectral Responses: spectral ampl ification factors, ABS 
and SRSS spectral responses for displacement, acceleration, 
shearj and moment. 
3. Quasi-static loads: actual values, base magnitudes, verti-
cal distributions, best fitti~g regression parabola, equation 
coefficients, and correlat~n coefficlents all for A8S and 
SRSS responses for displacement, acceleration,' shear and 
moment, and for any sweeping position in the spectrum. 
Due to the large amount of data generated it is impossible to 
include here all of it either in numer.ical form o~ plotted. Therefore, 
the most significant pieces of:data and those on whi~h the discussion and 
conclusions of thts thesis are ba~ed, are presented in the tables .and figures 
at the end. It is worth noting that most plots were 1 imited to SRSS re-
sponses since they represent a probable maxfmum estimate and are a more 
reasonable value tha~ the A8S responses. The frequency rang~ of the plots 
'was also limited to ~ band width from 1 to.10 cps. where most common b~ild-
ings are located. The data generated constituted the basis for the entire 
investigation and its co~clusions, and will be the subject of discussion 
for the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 
BASE MAGNITUDE 
In. this and the following two chapters, the data. obtained as 
indicated in Chapter 4 are discussed and interpreted) in order to obtain 
a more rational estimate of lateral loads that can be used as a pre1 iminary 
design method,for earthquake resistant structures. It is assumed that the 
b u i 1 din 9 i s des i g h e d b Y sub j ec tin g itt a a s tat i c 1 ate r all Oa din 9 . 
The loading system shown in Fig. 9 may be decomposed into three 
parts: (1) a reaction force at the base of such magnitude and direction as to 
,equil ibrate the loads acting along the height of the building; (2) a parabol i-
cally varying set of forces concentrated at each story level; and (3) two 
concentrated loads located at th~ first and top stories to account for the 
effects which will be referred to as end forces. The effects of variations 
in the par·ameters upon base magnitudes, vertical distributions and end forces 
are discuss~d in this and the next two chapters, respectively. 
A reference point is necessary to provide a basis of comparison 
in the analysis and interpretation of data. Models ranging from 4 to 30 
stories and from pure-shear to pure-flexural buildings with various mass 
and stiffness distributions were studied. It WaS convenient to choose as a 
reference the 10SA mooel corresponding to a lO-story pure-shear Case A 
building as indicated by Table 1. This model was selected as a standard 
not only because of .its simpl icity but also because it represents.a building 
typical ,of this study. Seal ing coefficients are given to convert the re-
sponses from the feference model to the prototype or structure ~eing designed. 
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Base magnitudes are obtained by dividing the total reaction, at the 
base of the structure produced by the static loading, by the weight of 
the building. This Was defined by Eq. (62) as 
n 
r. P. 
i = 1 I 8M == n (62) }::; w. 
i = 1 I 
whereBM'js the base magnitude, P. is the quasi-st~tic load at story i, 
I 
and w. is the weight of story i. The units of base magnitude are actually 
i 
"force/force;" however, for purpose of des i gn it may be cons idered as a 
non~dimensional measuring quantity. 
The base magnitude obtained from:the dynamic ~nalysis is a 
function of the fundamental frequency of the building. The bas~ magnitude 
curve has well defined displacement, velocity, and aCCeleration branches, 
si"mUar to those in the earthquake spectra. This'is illustr,atedby'Fig. 10, 
which is a typical example of an SRSS base magnitUde spectrum family, for 
this case of momen't response in model 10SA. SimJlar SRSS base magnitude 
spectra were obtained for oth~r responses and models. The ftequ~ncy range 
rs limited to lto 10 cps. in subsequent figures. Thus, the acceleration 
branch and part of the velocity branch appe.;3r- in subsequent base magnitude 
spectra.; 
In Figs. 11 and 12 are shown base magnitude responses for displace-
ment and ac~eleratron, and for shear ~nd moment, respecti~ely, corresponding 
to the reference model (lOSA). This response serves as a basis for dis-
'cussing the effects of the main parameters, namely earthquake magnitude, 
rigidity ofthi structure, type·of buflding, number of stories, and stiff-
ness and ma~s dist~ibuti6n,o~ the responses of interest. 
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The various parameters are coupled in a very compl icated manner. 
However, by assuming that they are coupled only with the fundamental fre-
quency, and by using some scaling factors as discussed below, the errors 
res u 1 tin g f rom i g nor i n g the 0 the r co u p 1 i n g s we ref 0 u n d min i ma 1 for the 
most part and certainly acceptable for pre) iminary design purposes. The 
magnitude of the maximum error found was 45.5% on the conservative side. 
In the following sections the effect of each parameter is con-
sidered separately_ The plots for shear and moment base magnitudes were 
found to be very similar and consequently were combined into one plot. 
5.1 Effect of Earthquake Magnitude 
The r~spons~ of a building to a seismic motion, and in particular 
the base magnitudes, depends directly on earthquake magnitude. Four differ~ 
ent earthquakes with Richter magnitudes, MR, of 6.1, 6.6, 7.1, and 7.4 were 
investigated. The.resultingbase magnitudes for displacement, acceleration, 
shear, and moment are shown in Figs. 13, 14, and· 15 respectively. Shear 
and moment are treated together since earthquake'magnitude affects both of 
them in a similar manner. From Figs. 13, 14 and 15 it may be concluded 
that the effect·of earthquake magnitude is a parallel shifting of the base 
magnit8de curves in two directions: to the left and down from the refetence 
curves shown in Figs. 11, and 12, for a decreasing Richter magnitude. This 
double movement of the curves can be accounted for by using two separate 
multipl iers, one for the frequency scale, and the other for the base magni-
tude scale. Such multipl iers are the ratios of base magnitudes and funda-
mental frequencies for a curve of a givenmagni~ude MR to those corresponding 
to the reference magnitude (MR = 7.4) at the kink, as indicated below 
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base magnitudes for any MR at the kink 
reference base magnitudes (MR = 7.4) at the kink 
fundamental frequ~ncy for any MR at the kink 
fundamental frequency for MR = 7.4 at the kink 
These ratios are scaling coefficients such that when multipl ied by the 
reference values, give the base magnitude for the prototype. The base 
magnitude and frequency coeffrcients for the four caSes studied are given 
in Table 3, and plotted in Fig. 16. The frequency coefficients are the 
same for displacements, accelerations, and shears, and moments. 
The process of scal ing the reference curve (M R = 7.4) for a given 
MR is as follows. First, the fundamental frequency is divided -by the value 
of CFR given in Fig. 16 for the ME bei ng used, in order to obta in a model 
frequency 
fO"" 
1 (69) 
°W"IL,P-I;::::" .J:! 1 ';, ~ t~11P +, U ..... lldo~mlC .......... 'lta.., 1, + .... o""onC\/ 0+ t-ho nl""otnt-ynA ::onrl ric:; the 
'- ..... - ~ - I ..... ~ ........... • 1 I '" I '.... ,.... ~...,... ...... j .... " • - ... FR' - - .. 
seal ing coefficient for frequency due to Richter ~~gnitude." 
.'. 
With this model "frequency, f;, a reference value of base magni-
tude, 8M, is obta ined for the model from the curves in Fi gs .. 11 or 12~" 
Then a base magn i tude is ob ta i ned us i ng the .fo 11 ow i ng fo r!TIula 
BM == BM x CBR (70) 
.. /( 
where 8M" is the scaled base magnitude for the prototype and CBR is the 
seal ing coefficient for base magnitudes due to Richter magnitude as given 
in Fig. 16~ The superscripts 0, A, S, or M refer to displacement, accelera-
tion, shear or moment, respectively. 
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5.2 Effect of Rigidity of the Structure 
The rigidity of the structure is a measure of its stiffness 
independent of how it is distributed. To investigate the effect of 
rigidity of the structure, the stiffness was scaled to sweep the frequency 
spectrum using the following seal ing equation. 
p 
- K I = K x (S ) k 
c 
(71 ) 
where K' is the new stiffness matrix, K is the original stiffness matrix, 
S is a frequency seal ing coefficient equal to the ratio of the desired 
c 
new fundamental frequency to the original fundamental frequency of the 
model, and Pk is a power factor. By changing the seal ing coefficient S , . c 
a single base magnitude spectrum curve is generated for a given Pk" If 
the power factor Pk is varied; a family of cur~es is obtarned as shown in 
Fig. 12. Power factors were varied from 1.0 to 2.0. The resulting famil~ 
of base magnitude curves for shear and moment is shbwn in Fig~ 12 for model 
10SA. Simila~ p16ts were'obtained for other models. 
For 'the purpose. of design" the power factor Pk has to be cal-
culated first in order to locate a particular base~magnitude curve. From 
Eq. (71)" 
P = k 
log (R~/Rl) 
log S 
c 
(72) 
When a prototype is being compared to the model as is the case in obtaining 
a value of Pk for des,ign purposes" the terms in Eq. (72) are described as 
fol lows. S is the ratio of the fundamental frequency of the prototype 
·c 
to that of the model (0.075 cps. for model 10SA), Kl is the total column 
stiffness divided by the column height, for the first story of the prototype, 
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and Kl is the corresponding quantity for the model as given by 
kl 
-I 
c 1 
Kl hi 
1 
(prototype) (73) 
and k 
Kl 
c 1 
=~ (mode 1 ) 
where kC
I 
is the total column stiffness (~~I) at the first story, hi is the 
height of the first story. For model 10SA, Kl 10. The refo re) ifF i g. 12 
is used to obtain base magnitudes for a given prototype, Eq. (72) becomes 
log (Ki/lO) 
log (f 1/0.075) 
(74) 
where Ki is given by Eq. (73) and f 1 j s the fundamen ta 1 frequency fo r the 
prototype. 
Variations in the rigidity of the structure change the original 
base magnitudes for displacement shown in Fig. 11, by the same amount as 
the stiffness matrix (Eq. (71)). Therefore, reference base magnitudes for 
disp'lacement, BMD" are given by 
D D Pk BM BM x (f1/0.07S) (75) 
where BMD is the value obtained from Fig. 11 • .Base magnitudes for accelera-' 
tion are not affected by the rigIdity of the building. 
The power factor Pk, reflects the rigidity of the prototype with 
respect to that of the model. The more rigid the prototype is, i.e., 
the larger Pk is, the greater the base magnitude for a given frequency, as 
expected. Pk is also an important factor to be considered in determining 
,the effects of type of building, stiffness distribution, and number of stories 
as discussed below. 
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5.3 Effect of Type of Building 
~jldings may be of different·kinds: frames, shear walls, box 
systems, etc., but they may be gathered into three main categories; pure-
shear, pure-flexural, and intermediate cases. Thus, in general, the type 
of building may be measured by the amount of pure-shear or pure-flexural 
elements present in it, or in other words, by the shear-flexural ratio r t 
as.given by Eq-. (51). The expression for r t maybe redefined as: 
where kb 
. 1 
(76) . 
and k are total beam and col~mn stiffnesses for the first 
c 1 
story, respectively. in a pure-shear bui lding the beams are assumed to be 
infi.nitely stiff and thus, r'=co • 
t 
In a pure-flexural structure no re-
strict ions are placed upon the rotation of the joints which means that the 
stiffnesses of the beams are zero, i.e., r t = 0, as is the case for shear 
walls. foriritermediate buildings r t takes values b:etween zero and infinitye 
~esides the pure~shear model (lOSA) and the pure-flexural model 
(10FA) three intermediate cases were studied: models lOSFA1, 10SFA2, and 
lOSFA3 with values of r t of 1.0,0.~6, and 0.33 respectively. Base magni-
·tudes for these five models Can be seen in Figs. 17,18, and 19. From 
these f·fguresit· may be concluded that in general terms, the effect of 
changing the shear-flexural ratio r t is again a parallel shifting of the 
base magnitude curves towards the left as r
t 
decreases. This is discussed 
below for each response, independenttye 
1. Displaceme'nt. In the Case of displacement; the family of 
curves shown in Fig. 17 may be shifted parallel· to their positions. to form a 
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s ;ng1 e base magn i tude curve. Invert ing the process, the reference base 
magnitude spectrum for displacement shown in Fig. 11 may be c6nverted back 
into the actual curve for a given rtby mUltiplying it by a scaling co-
D 
efficient CSTo This coefficient is defined as 
base magnitude,for any. rt 
reference base magnitude 
D . Values of Csr were thus calculated for the five cases considered; they are 
plotted in Fig. 20. 
It is important to note in Fig. 20 that even if a small amount 
of shear resistance is added to a pure-flexural bui lding it tends to behave 
as a shear structure. This means that a great number of the actual build-
ings behave 1 ike shear structures. 
For purpose of design, a reference value of base magnitude 8M 
may be scaled according to the type of building by the following expression 
~', -. - . D 
BM = BM x CBT 
~ D . 
where BMA is the scaled base magnitude and CBT is the scal ing coefficient 
obtained from Fig. 20 for a given rt" 
2. Acceleration. The base magnitude curves for accelerat10n 
shown in F~g. 18 indicate that for Cases in whichr t is greater than 0.33, 
buildings may be assumed to be shear structures and therefore no. seal ing 
of the reference val u.es is neeessa ry. Th iss ta temen t fo 11 ows f rom the 
fact that It .is very difficult to differentiate between the base magnitude 
curves for r t ·greater than 0.33. Again, this indicates that the inclusion 
even of a small amount of .she~r resistance~akes the building behave as a 
shear struct.ure. 
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In the event that the shear-flexural ratio, re be smaller than 
0.33 an independent seal ing is needed for the velocity and the acceleration 
branches since the curves do not shift parallel as a unit. In the velocity 
branch a rotation occurs which may be corrected by a power coefficient P~T . 
v 
Thus, when the reference base magnitude 8M is elevated to such a power, it 
",;': 
rotates and gives the scaled value 8M for a given r
t 
smaller than 0.33 . 
. A . 
From Fig. 1 8 i tea n be see n t ha t for r t = 0, P 8 T has the val u eO. 3 5 . I f 
v 
the variation of P~T as a function of r t is assumed to be a straight l(ne 
v 
in semi-log scale, i.e., a logarithmic function, an expression for P~r may 
v 
be derived as indicated below. Using Eqs. (7) and (9) given in Appendix 8 
and setting a'=0.33) then 
Therefore, 
b = 
p,l\ 
BT 
v 
o - 0.33 
log 0.35 
-0·33 
T.545 
-0·33 
-0.455 = 0.725 
for r .. < 0.33 
t 
. , 
(78) 
In the accelerat~on branch a parallel .shifting of the base 
magnitude curve may be considered for vatues of r
t 
less than 0.33. This 
shifting is taken care of by means of a seal ing coefficient C:T . Fig. 18 
a 
yields a value of C~T equa.l to 1.4 for r t = O. Since C:T varies,approxi-
a a 
mately 1 inearly with r t in a semi-log scale, Eqs. (7) and (9) of Appendix B 
give for a = 0~33) 
b = 
therefo re, 
o - 0.33 
log 1.4 
= -0.33 = -2.27 
O. 145 
·-1 [0. 33 - r t ] 
= log 2.27 for r t < 0.33 (79) 
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For values of r t > 0.33 no scal ing is necessary as pointed out 
before. Nevertheless, to make the scal ing process more general it may be 
assumed that 
1.0 for r t > 0·33 (80) 
and 
(81) 
(82a) 
(82b) 
(83) 
3. Shear and Moment., As far as shears and moments are concerned, 
the same parallel shifting effect is observed in Fig. 19. However) in this 
case the seal ing coefficients by'which the reference base magnitudes ought 
to be multipl ied to obtain the actual values, depend not only upon r t but 
also on the power factor Pk" 
Scal ing coefficients CS,M for the five cases studied are tabulated BT 
in Table 4 and plotted in Fig. 21. CS,M is defined as BT 
base' magnitude for any r t for a given Pk CS,M 
BT reference base magnitude for a given Pk 
Since the, CS,M vs. Pk functions are straight 1 ines in a semi-l?g BT 
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scale, the procedure out] ined in Appendix B may be used to obtain an ex-
pression for the seal ing coefficient. The slope b
t
, of these 1 ines and 
their pivot or intercept with the 1.0 abscissa, Pe are plotted in Fig. 22. 
From Eqs. (7) and (9) of Appendix B the following expressions may be derived. 
For the pivot: 
therefore 
then 
for 1 > r > 0.33, a 
. t . 
b = 1. 0 - o. 73 
log 0.86 
0.27 
1.935 
0·73·, 
0.27 
= 
-0.065 -4. 15 
P 1 -1[ ° . 73 - r t ] ( t = og for r t . > 0.33) 4.15 
For r t <0.33, 
then 
For the slope: 
Then 
a = 0.54. Therefore 
b a - 0.54 0.54 -2.21 = log 1. 75 = 0.244 
Pt -r·S4 - r t ] : log 2.21 (for r t <0.33) 
for 1 > r t > 0·33, a = -0.33. Therefore 
b 1.0 - (-0.33) log 8~78 
1. 33 
1.944 == 0.68 
. -1 [r t + 0.33 ] 
b t = log 1.41 (for r t > 0.33) 
For r t < 0.33, a = 0.06. Therefore, 
then 
b = ° - 0.06 
log 0.79 
-0.06 
1.896 
-0.06 
-0.104 = 0.58 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
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-1 [r t - o. 06 ] 
b t = log 0.58 (for r t < -0·33 (87) 
The final equa t ions for the seal ing coefficient are 
CS)M -1 (k - P t ] = log b ( for r < 1) BT t t (88) 
V/hE..:tc P
t 
and b t arc given by Eqs. (81~ ) through (87), and 
1.0 ,(for r t >1) (89) 
The seal in9 of the reference base magnitudes is performed in the usual 
manner: 
(90) 
5.4 Effect of Number of Stories 
Most of this investigation was conducted on the basis of a 
10-story model (lOSA). However, to make the'study complete and the conclu-
sions as general as possible buildings of various heights ranging from 4 
to 30 stories were analyzed. The common trend is once more a parallel 
shifting of the reference curves towards the left with increasing number 
of stories. The effect of changing the total number of stories N" is 
discussed for each response independently. 
1. Displacement. Base magnftudes for displacement are shifted 
as shown in Fig. 23 when the number of stories is changed. Scal in9 coeffi-
D 
cients CSN defined as 
D = base magnitudes for any N 
CBN reference base magn i,tudes 
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were computed and plotted. They were found to vary 1 inearly with N on 
a log-log scale. This represents a geometric function for which an ex-
pression may be derived using the equations presented in Appendix A. 
Taking two points on the straight 1 ine of coordinates 
and uSIng Eqs. (1) and (4) of Appendix A, then 
b 
therefore 
109 7 - 109 10 
log 2 - log 1 
0.845 - 1 
0.3 ,- 0 
D -1 [1 -199 N ] eB~ -, log . "0.52 
.', 
The scaled base magnitudes SMA, are 
-k 0 . 
SM= BM x ~BN 
-0.155 
= 0.3 -0·52. 
(91 ) 
(92) 
2. Acceleratio.n. In Fig. 24 is shown that the effect of number 
of stories N on the base magnitudes for acceleration is negligible. There-
fore,ho seal ing is necessary and the refeien6e b~~~ magnitude spectrum for 
acc~leration shown in Fig. 11 may be used for buildings of any number of 
stories. Thus) 
1.0 
3. Shea~ and Moment. A parallel shifting of the reference 
base magnitude spectra for shear,and moment occurs when the number of 
stories changes as illustrated in Fig',,25. Following the same procedure 
used before, seal ing coefficients defined as 
··,5, M 
e'BN 
base magnitude for any N for a given Pk 
- reference base magnitude for a given Pk 
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are tabulated in Table 5 and plotted fn Fig. 26. 
S,M Again, the values for CBN dep~nd not only upon N but also on 
the pOltIer factor Pk, the relationship being a straight 1 ine in semi-log 
scale as shown in Fig. 26. In this case, there is a common pivot or inter-
S t~ 
ccpt of the CB~ - Pk functions with the 1.0 abscissa. The logarithmic 
slopes bN, of the lines shown in Fig. 26 were found to be also a straight 
1 ine function iOn semi-log scale having two points of coordinates 
(l/b N = 0.271, N = 30),and (1/b N = 0, N = 10). Using Eqs. (5) and (6) of 
Appendix B the following expression for bN is obtained. 
therefore 
b = 0.271. - 0 = _0....,.2,-:..7-.,.1 __ _ 
log 30 - log 10 1.476 - 1 
_1 0.57 (] og N - 1) bN 
0.271 
= == 0.476 0.57 
Substituting into Eq. (9) of Appendix B and noting that the pivot a is 
equal to 2.6, then the following equation for CS,M results: BN 
S,M = lr J' CBN = log LO.57 (P k - 2.6) (log N -1) (94) 
;~ .. 
The scaled bas~ magnitudes BM are 
5.5 Effect of Stiffness Distribution 
The distributi6n of stiffness along the height of the building 
has a shifting effect on the reference curves for base magnitudes. This 
effect varies in a different ~ay for each of the four responses being con-
sidered, namely displacements, 'acceler~tions, shear~, and moments. The 
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conclusions made about the effect of stiffness distribution on base magni-
tudes were derived from the comparison of the results obtained for models 
lOSA, 10S81, and 10582 with values of' r k of 1.0, 0.182, and 0.0825 respec-
tively. The change in stiffness thr6ugh the height of the building is 
measured by the stiffness distribution ratio, r k, defined by Eq. (55) as 
follows: 
(55) 
where k and k . are the total column stiffnesses for the top and first 
c
n 
c 1 
stories, respectivel.y. 
1. . Dis p 1 a c em e n t . Bas e mag nit u des for dis p 1 a c em en t for the t h r e e 
Cases are shown in Fig. 27. It can be seen that the effect of changing 
the stiffness distribution ratio, r k, resul ts in a parallel shifting of the 
reference curve (r k = 1) to0ards the right. The amount of shift may be 
measured by the r~tio of the base magnitudes for the various Cases t~ those 
corresponding to the reference Case, C~K' Since the curves shif~ parallel 
to their original position the coefficientsC~K . ~re constant for a parti-
cular stiffness distribution ratio, rk, and therefore, they are independent 
. . D 
of fundamental frequency. The values of CBK for the three cases are plotted 
in Fig. 30 which shows a 1 inear 10g~log relationship between stiffness 
distribution ratio, r k, and the ratio of base magnitudes, C~K· Noting that 
the intercept 'Ia" is equal to 1.0 and using Eqs. (2) and (3) of Appendix A, 
the following expression for C~K results: 
b = log 5.4 - 0 = 0.733 = -0.733 
log 0.1 -1 . 
therefore 
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(96) 
D ~BK defined as 
base magnitudes for' any r k 
reference base magnitudes 
is a
e 
seal ing coefficient by which the reference curve of Fig. 11 should be 
mu1tipl ied to obtain the base magnitudes for a prototype. That is, 
-k - D 
-BM = BM x CBK (97) 
2. Acceleration. Fig. 28 shows the effect of stiffness distri-
bution on acceleration base magnitudes for the three cases considered. 
Changing the s~iffness distribution ratio produces not only a 
clockwise rotation about an imaginary pivot as indicated in the figure, but 
it also distorts s1 ightly the shape of the curve or angle between the two 
branches. The pivot is not a fixed point, but it changes its position 
with variations in r k" 
Any curve for a prototype can be related to the reference curve 
by a process of rotation and translation appl ied independently to each 
of the two branches. Sin~e both branches represent a linear log-log 
relationship, they can be rotated by a power and 'translated by a multipl ier. 
Thus, the seal ing process, that is, converting the reference curve into 
the actual curve for a prototype, may be expressed as follows: 
11 
8M 'j', = 8M P's'K x C~K (98) 
~i, 
where, 8M is the scaled base magnitude, 8M is the reference base magnitude, 
gi"ven in 
A . A Fig. 11, PBK and CBK are the seal ing power and multipl ier for 
acceleration base magnitudes due to stiffness distribution, 'respectively. 
A A A PBK and GBK are subdivided into PBK 
A A 
and PBK ' and. CBK 
a v a 
A 
and GBK 
v 
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respectively, 
,according to whether the velocity ?r the acceleration branch is being 
scaled. The powers and mul tipl iers found for the three stiffness distribu-
tion cases studied are plotted in Fig. 30~ Again, a 1 inear log-log rela-
tionship exists between the seal ing powers and coefficients, and the stiff-
ness distribution ratio r k o Using Eqs. (2) and (3) of Appendix A, the 
following expressions for such powers and coefficients may be derived: 
A 0.26 (99 ) C13K r k 
a 
A -0.05 (100 ) CBK = r k 
v 
A PBK 
-0.235 
r k 
(1 b 1), 
a 
A 0.145 (102) PSK rk' 
v 
The subscripts a and v indicate acceleration and velocity branches respec-
tively. 
3. Shear and Mo~ent. The results obtained show that the effect 
of stiffness distribution on moment base ~agnitude is the same as that for 
shear base magnitude, which is in agreement with previous findings for the 
reference model. Comparison of Figs. 12:and 29 show that decreasing the, 
stiffness distribution ratio r k, "compresses" the base magnitude curves 
towards the right, keeping each one of them parallel to its original 
position, and in such a way that the curves are moved an amount proportional 
to their logarithmic distances to an imaginary pivot. The shifting of 
the curves may be accounted for by, multiplying the reference curves by a 
scaling coefficient C~kM. This coefficient varies 1 inearly with Pk in, a 
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semi-log scale as shown in Fig. 31. S,M Values of CBKfor the three cases 
studied are tabulated in Table 6. 
Fig. 31 indicates that the pivot is constant for all values of 
r k , and equal to 1.83. The slopes bk, of the 1 ines in Fig. 31 were found 
to be 1 inearly related to r k o Using, two arbitrary points (l/b k = -0.4, 
r k ;:: 0.1), and (l/b k '= 0, r k 1), and Eqs. (7) and (8) of Appendix B, 
the following expression for the slope bk results: 
b = -0.4 - 0 = -0.4 = 0.4 
log o. 1 -1 
then, 
l/b k = 0.4 log r k 
Substituting l/b k into Eq. (9) of Appendix B, then 
(103 ) 
.In summary" the effect of stiffness distribution on shear and 
moment base magnitudes may be accounted for by the following expression: 
-'~ BM 1\ = 8M x (104) 
.'~ 
where BM" is the scaled base magnitude, BM is the reference base magnitude" 
and C~KM is the seal ing coefficient for shear and moment base magnitudes 
due to stiffness distribution as given by Eq. (103). 
5.6 Effect of Mass Distribution 
The major effect of mass upon base magnitudes is caused by the 
total weight of the building .. Such ~n effect can be described by a simple 
rule of direct proportional ity between base magnitudes and' total weight of 
b II i 1 din g. The ref 0 r e; from E q . ( 62 ) 
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R = BM x W (105) 
where, Rs is the total horizontal reaction at the base of the structure'for 
e 
displacement" acceleration~ shear, or moment (superscripts D, A, S, or M, 
respectively)~ BM is the corresponding base magnitude, and W is the.total 
weight of the building. 
5.7 Scal ing of Base Magnitudes 
The scalings developed tHroughout this chapter to account for the 
various effects of the parameters upon base magnitudes may beconside~ed 
indepehdent as indicated previously. Therefore, Eqs. (70), (77), (83), (90), 
(92), (95), (97), (98), and (104) may be'included fnto-asingle equation as 
follows: 
p x 'P 
(BM) BT. BK x CBR C C C = x ST x BK x BN (106) 
if~ 
where BM is the reference base magnitude for the model, and 8M is the 
scaled base magnitude for the prototype. The seal ing powers PpT and FSK 
for displacement, shear, and moment are taken to. .be unity so that the 
same, equation can be used'f~r al 1 responses. These powers, together with 
scaling coefficients CBT and CBK for acceleration response depend on 
spec t rum branch .. 
The effects of the most significant parameters upon the reference 
base magnitude spectra have been discussed in this chapter, and are summar-
ized in Table 12. How those parameters affect the vertical distribution 
of the load~ is the subject nf. the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
VERTICA~ blSTRIBUTION 
The total reaction at the ~ase, discussed in Chapter 5, counteracts 
both tile end forces and the concentrated quasi-static story forces so as 
to maintain the equilibrium of the system shown in Fig. 9. The variation 
of these concentrated forces along the height of the structure is presented 
and the effect of the' various parameters is discussed. Scal ing coefficients 
are given to convert the' vertical, distribution for the reference model to 
that ,for the prototype. 
6.1 Parabolic Coefficients and Correlation 
Vertical distributions for the various models were obtained by 
mea n s 0 f E q . (63), i. e. ) 
n 
P. .~ W. 
I i:;= 1 I VD. = (63) I n 
w. E P. 
I i =1 I 
where P. is the quasi-static force at story 'i, and w. is the weight of that 
I I 
story .. Eq. (63) is a convenient non-dimensional measurement of the fraction 
of the base reaction that should be appl ied at e~ch story. Vertical distri-
butions for displacement, acceleration, shear, and moment responses were 
calculated by means of Eq. (63) for the various models and at different· 
positions in the spectrum. Typical plots taken directly from the computer 
output for model lOSA in the displacement) velocity and acceleration branches 
of ths spectrum are shown in Figs. 32, 33, and 34) respectively. The curves 
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labelled as J'actual " correspond to val ues given by Eq. (63). Simi lar plots 
were obtained for other models and frequencies. In general, the shape of 
h . h h • d' . d' (8) t ese curves agrees Wit t ase P!esente In prevIous stu les • 
Except for the very extreme displacement branch (frequencies 
lower than 0.1 cps), the vertical distribution curves for the four responses 
may be approximated by a best-fit parabola with increasing accuracy for the 
increasing frequency- This is illustrated in Figs. 32, 33, and 34. The 
parabol ic fitting was performed by the method of least squares(27). Para-
.~ " 
bol ic coefficients AD, A1, and A2 were calculated by means of Eqs. (65), 
(66), and (67). The regression parabolas shown in Figs. 32, 33, and 34 were 
computed by Eq. (64), i. e. J 
X 
reg AO' +A . Y -I- A y2 1, 2 (64) 
whe're Xis the dependent variable or valu"e of response, and Y is the inde-
pendent variable (h./h ). 
I n 
The extent to which these pa~abolas approximate the actual curves 
Was measured by correlation. coefficients as ind(catedby Eq. (68), i.e., 
cr j~ (X - 'X)2 _ reg 
r. (X _X)2 
where X is the mean value for th~ dependent variable. Typic~l maximum and 
minimum correlatioh coefffcients are given in Tabl~ 7 for model lOSA,for 
frequencies between) .12 and 9.40 cps. A correlation value of 1.0 means 
an exact superposition of the parabola over the actual curve .. 
Such a good correlation between best=fitting parabola and actual 
curve may be atrributed to the high degree of participation of the funda-
mental mode into the total responses as shown in Figs. 3S, 36, and 37. 
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These figures illustrate the modal contributions to the various spectral 
responses. The largest percentage contribution for all responses is that 
of the first mode, with the second mode next. The influence of the second 
mode on the vertical distributions shows up in the parabolic coefficient' 
plots as discussed later. 
The actual vertical distribution curves are thus replaced by the 
corresponding best fitting parabolas. Since these curves a~e defined by 
the sam e e qua t ion ( E q . (64)) the y ma y b e con v en i en t 1 y des c rib e d by set s 0 f 
parabol ie coefficients AO' Al , and A2 " Such coefficients, obtained from 
the computer output, were plotted against frequency as typically i11ustrated 
in F.igo 38 for the case of acceleration response of model lOSA. Similar 
plots were obtained for other models and· responses. Subsequent figures are 
1 i mit ed to a f r e q u en c y ran g ~ from 1 to 1 0 cps. I n all 0 f the fig u res AO 
is multipl led by a factor of 10 due to its smali magnitude. 
It can be observed throughout the various parabol ic coefficient 
plots, and in particular in Fig. 38, that there is a double kink and a 
plateau between the velocity and acceleration parts of the curve. The 
kink of highest frequency is due to the significant presence of the second 
mode in the total response as illustrated in Figs. 35, 36, and 37. This 
secondary kink may be e1 iminated by shifting part of the frequency scale 
thus smoothing out the parabol ic coefficient curve. for this purposeJa 
frequency scaling coefficient CFOis used a~ indicated by: 
;;1.1 
f~' = f 1 .x CFD (107) 
~'.I 
where fl and f; are the fundamental frequencies for' the prototype and the 
model respectively_ The values for CFD are 
CFD = 1 for fl < 2.35 cps. (1 08a) 
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CFD = 0·75 for fl > 3· 15 cps . (1 OBb) 
• 'A I 
f; = 2.35 cps. for 2.35 cps. < fl < 3.15 cps. ( 1 OBc) 
Using the above procedure, smooth reference parabol ic coefficient 
plots were obtained from those for model 10SA as shown in Figs. 39, 40, 
and 41. Againj shear and moment are treated together because of the 
simi 1 itudein their plots. Those curves serve as reference for comparison 
and discussion of the effects of variations in the parameters, nam~ly, type 
of building,numb~r of stories, and stiffness and mass distributions, upon 
the vertical distributions expressed in terms of the parab61 ic coeffic~ents 
AO' ,A 1, and A2" Such effects are discussed independently, below~ 
6.2 Effect of Type of Building 
The type oj a building is defined by the amount of pure-shear 
or pure-flexural elements present, indicated in Chapter 5. This is measu~ed 
by the shear-flexural ratio T t given byEq. (76). 
Parabol ic coefficients for models lOSA,- 10SFAi~ iOSFA2, '10SFA3, 
and 10FA with values of r t of~, 1.0, 0.66, 0.33, and 0 respectively are 
shown in Figs. 42, 43, and 44. In general, 'the effect of changing r t, is 
a parallel shifting of the curves up ,and down with a slight change in the 
average slope of the velocity and acceleration branches. 
The seal ing proceis to convert parabolic coefficients from the 
model to the prototype is done by us~ng both a scaling multipl ier CD' to 
account for changes in slope, and a seal ing increment 6A, to shift the 
curves, That is, 
... f .. · 
A" := A x CD + 6A (109 ) 
where A*, and ~ are the parabol ie coeffici~nts for the prototype and the 
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model, respectively. A takes subscripts 0, 1} or .2} and superscripts 
D} A, S, or M for displacement, acceleration, shear, and moment respectively. 
AO and 6AO are always multipl ied by a factor of 10, and written as AO x 10, 
and 6AO x 10. The seal ing mul itpl ier and increment are defined respectiv~ly 
as 
"average" slope of velocity branch for prototype (110) 
"average" slope of'velocity branch for reference model 
-'-
6A = A~ink - Akink x CD ( 1 1 1 ) 
where A: ink, and ~kink are the values of the parabol ic coefficients at the 
first mode kink for the prototype and the model, respectiv~ly. For the 
case of type of building the subscript T is added: C'DT' and 61'- Values 
of C~T for A2, Al , and AO x 10 and for all responses were calculated usfng 
Eq. (110). Their deviation Was very small, and thus} an average value of 
1.35 Was used. Therefore 
CnT = 1.35 (for a 11 responses) ( 1 i 2) 
LJI 
Values of 6.A were calculated using Eqs. (111), and (112), and plotted as 
il1ustrated in Fig. 45. The eqtiations of these logarithmic f~nctions 
(straight 1 ines in semi-log scale) have the general form (see Appendix B): 
r - e l . 
t tJ.· b I . 
t 
(1 13) 
The coefficients b~, and d~, and e~ are given in Table 8 for th~ various re~ 
sponses. Eq. (113). gives va 1 ues of 61'0' x 1.0' -6TA1, and 6.1'2· 
As an example of the acceptableaccuracy of this scaling method, 
parabol ic coefficients A~'X 10 for f t = 1 were computed from those for 
r = o:l using Eqs. (l09), (112)", and (113).' The results a're given in Table 9 t . 
and compared to the values taken directly from the A~ x 10 curve in Fig. 44. 
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6.3 Effect of Number of Stories 
Parabol ic coefficients for buildings with 6) 10, 20, and 30 
stories, and for all responses are shown in Figs. 46, 47, and 48. The 
effect of increasing the number of stories N is to shift the parabol i.c 
coefficient plots towards the zero line. 51 ight changes in slope in the 
velocity and acceleration branches also occur. The same scal ing method 
described in tne preceding section may be used to convert the parabol ic 
coefficients for the la-story model (10SA) to a prototype having any number 
of stories N. In this case the scaling multiplier and increment given by 
Eqs .. (110), and (111-), take the subscript N: CON' and 6NA. 
Values of CDN were calculated for the various c~rves shown in 
Figs. 46, 47, and 48. They could be easily approximated by three straight 
1 ines in log-log scale. These three geometric functions for A2, Al and 
AO x 10 and for all responses are given by the following equation (See 
Append i x A) : 
C =: 10g-1 [1 - log N l 
DN _ bN ~ 
( 114) 
where bN = 0.354 for AO x 10, bN 0.8 for Ai' and bN = 0·51 for A2. 
Seal ing increments 6NA were calculated by Eq. (111) G The resu1 ts 
are plotted in Fig .. 49. It can be observed that for buildings of more 
than 10 stories the seal ing necessary is very small and becomes constant 
for more than 20 stories. Most of the scaling is required for buildings 
of less than 10 stories. 
6.4 Effect of Stiffness Distribution 
Par abo 1 icc 0 effie i en t s for mod e 1 s lOS A, lOS B 1, and lOS B 2 ha v i n g val u e 5 
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of stiffness distribution ratio rk" of 1.0,0.182, .and 0.0525, respectively, 
are shown in Figs. 50, 51, and 52. Again" the effect of changing r k is a 
shifting up and down of the plots with sl ight rotations of the velocity 
and acceleration branches. Thus, the same scaling procedure described in 
section 6.2 may be used. Scal ing mul.tipl iers and increments defined by 
Eqs. (110), and (111), use the subscript K in this case: COK" and 6KA. 
Values of CKN were calculat~d for the various curves shown in 
Figs. 50" 51" and 52. They were approximated by three straight 1 ines in 
log-log scale. These three geometric functions for displacement, accelera-
tion and shear and moment are given by the following equation (See Appendix A): 
-1 r log r k l 
Co K = log I b . 
L k .-1 
(115) 
where bk = -1·72 for displacement" bk = 1.09 for acceleration, and bk = 4.0 
for shear and moment. 
Scal ing increments 6kA were calculated by Eq. (111). The results 
are plotted in Fig. 53. The equations of these logarithmic functions have 
the general form (See Appendix B): 
( 116) 
The values of a~, b~, and d~ for the varrous responses are tabu-
lated in Table 10. Eq. (116) gives values of 6kAO x 10, -6kA1, and 6kA2" 
6.5 Effect of Mass Distribution 
The distribution of mass along the height of the building has· 
an important effect on the vertical distributions of quasi~static loads. 
This effect is shown in Fig. 54 for model 1050 having linearly distributed 
mass. The curves labelled "no masS correct-ion ll were calculated 
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by simply dividing the quasi-static load at each story by the r~action at the 
base, that is: 
P. 
VD,i I 
n 
2: P. 
i = 1 I 
The dashed curve is obtained by correcting the above equation in proportion 
to the individu~lstory weights rel~tive to the tdtal weight as indicated 
by EgG (63), i . e. ~ 
n 
P .. : 2: w. 
I i=l I VD· =: (63) 
n 
w. 2: P. I i= 1 I 
Then a best-fitting parabola may be obtained, consistently with previous 
cases, as indicated in Fig. 54. Thus, the force at story i of the proto-
type is calculated from Eq. (63) as 
P. =: VD. x 8M x w. (117) 
I I I 
where 8M was substi tuted from Eq. (62). 
6.6 Scal ing of'Vertica'l Distributions 
The sea 1 i ng mu 1 t i pl i ers and inc remen ts developed th roughout th i s 
chapter to account for the various effects of the parameters upon vertical 
distributions may be considered independent as indicated previously. There-
fore, Eq. (109) may be written as 
(118a) 
and 
(118b) 
where the (-) sign is used if A*' > 0, and the (+) sign is used if A*' < o. 
I f nos cal i n g s for t y p e 0 f b u i ld i n g 0 r s t iff n e s s dis t rib uti 0 n are n ec e s 5 a r y -' 
*' then A 
n 
-A. 
The effects of the most significant parameters upon the reference 
parabolic coefficients and therefore, upon the corresponding vertical 
distributions, have been discussed in this chapter and are summarized in 
Table 12. 
I.t can be observed in the figures presented that there are 
differences between the actual vertical distribution curves and the best 
fitting parabolas at the top and first stories, besides the fact that the 
actual curves have pe~ks at those points. These are·the so-called end 
effects which are discus~ed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 
END LOADS 
The discussion of the proposed quasi-static loading shown in 
Fig.,' 9 is completed in this· chapter •. The nature of end loads and their 
relation ta both verttcal distributiohs and base magnitudes are considered. 
7.1 Nature of End Loads 
The vertical distribution plots presented in Chapter 6s~owpeaks 
at the top and fi rst floors.. Inaddi tion·, concentrated forces ·should be 
added at those~points to adjust the parabolic loading to the actual loading. 
This incidates that there is a different behavior of the system at its 
ends such that those points absorb- a greater percentage of the total base 
reaction than the rest of the structure. Th.is situation is known as end 
effects and they are directly related to the boun9ary conditions of the system. 
The nature of these end effects is compl icated .. This phenomenon may 
be partially explained by compa r i ngthe discrete system to an ana i yt i Ca 1 
model such as a sol id homogeneous bar with masS and stiffness properties 
uniformlydi~tributed a10ng its axis. The bar is assumed clam~ed at one 
end and free at the other to simulate an actual building. If the bar is hit 
at the fixed end with a forcing pulse a stress Wave travel 1 ing along the 
bar resul ts. The mathematical :characteristics of the axial vibration of 
the bar, and the one-dimensional wave equation governing it, are given in 
Ref. 28. Thi bar subjected to axial vibrations behaves in a manner similar 
to a pure-shear building having "the same mode shapes and frequency separations. 
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The stress wave travel1 ing along the bar may be one of tension or 
compression depending on the direction of the appl ied forcing pulse. For 
purposes of this discussion a co.mpression Wave is assumed. When the wave 
reaches the free end the wave reflects back revers1ng the sign of the stress 
due to the inertia forces of the particles at the end. Thus the reflected 
wave is a·tensileone. In the process of reversing the sign.of the Wave 
at the end, a tensile stress (in this particular case) of twice the magni-
tude of the original compressive stress is developed at that point. The 
same phenomena can be observed when the tensile wave travell ing down hits 
the f~xed end: a compr~ssive stress of twice the original value develops 
at that point. The magnitude of the stresses at the ends when the wave is 
reflected back are diminished by damping present in the material. 
The nature of the end effects ~n the discrete system is the same 
as that in the analytical model as discussed above. However, because of 
lumping~of paramet~rs and·other disturbing causes the stresses at the ends, 
or end 16ads, ar~ more difficult to predict in the discrete·case than 
in th~ analytical case. 
7.2 Relationship to Vertical Distributions 
The parabol ic distributions of qu~si-static loads presented in 
Chapter 6 automatically concentrate part of the total base reaction, at the 
ends of the structure. However, the actual loading curve still shows peaks 
at the ends that go_beyond the parabola- Such peaks are taken care of by 
additional concentrated end forces as shown in F1g. 9. 
~ End force coefficients for the various models stud~ed were cal-
culated as the diffe~ence between the actual and parabol tc vertical 
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distribution curves at first and top stories, and plotted for various 
positions in the spectrum. A typical plot of end force coefficients EL, 
is the one shown in Fig. 55 corresponding to the reference model 10SA. 
It can be observed that ,the curves shown are very simila'r to the parabol ic 
coefficient plots presented in Chapter 6. The end for~e coeffitieht curves 
for this' and other·mbdels were compared to the, cdrresponding p~ra~ol ic 
coefficient plots and a relationship between the two was'estab1 ished as 
follows = 
EL 
n 
= (-AO X 10'+ b l ) * 0.05 d l e e (first story) 
( 119) 
(120) 
where the coefficients be' d , b l and d
' 
are given in Table 11. Eqs. (119), 
e e e 
and (120) apply for all resp~'nses, namely, displacements,. Accelerations, 
shears, and moments. The end force coefficients EL at the top and first 
stories are fractions of the total base reaction to be distributed along 
the height of the building. 
7.3 Relationship to Base Magnitudes 
The load system shown in Fig. 9 must remain in equil ibrium since 
the forces are static. Therefore, the tota'1 base reaction R, must be 
divided between the end forces F and the distributed loads P .• That is, 
I 
n 
R = Fl + Fn + : 
i=l 
P. 
I 
( 1 21 ) 
Thus, the end forces are related to the base magnitudes through the equi1 i-
b r i urn ex pres s ion, Eq .' (1 21) • I not her wo r d s ,on c e a val ye for the to tal 
reaction at the base R, is known, the end forces F. and F must be subtracted 
I n 
from it before distributing the load into story forces Pi- End forces are 
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given by 
Fk = ELk x R (k = 1 or n) (122) 
Finally, the parameters affecti~g'base magnitudes and vertical distribu-
tions were found to be sim,lar to the effects on the end loads. Thus the 
effects of variation in the parameters qn the end loads are accounted for 
througll their direct dependency upon base magnitudes and in particular, 
vertical distributions. 
Equations and concepts developed f~m the interpretation of ,the 
computer data in this.and .the two preceding chapters are combined in 
Chapter 8 in the form of a systematic method of analysis. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF QUASI-STATIC LATERAL DESIGN 
LOADS FOR EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT STRUCTURES 
The procedure for determination of the lateral design loads is 
summarized h~re and is presented in the form of block diagra~s in Figs. 56 
and 57. In the first figure are shown the steps necessary to calculate 
the base reactfon, and in the second figure those for computing vertical 
distributions and 'end load coefficients, and the procedure for combining 
them together with the base reaction to finally obtain the quasi-static 
lateral design loads. Each ~tep i~ accomplished by using the figures and 
equations indicated in the block diagrams. 
8. 1 . B a $ e Rea c t ion 
The inpu~ p~rameters necessary in calculating the reaction at 
the base are: earthquake"magnitude, fundamental frequency, stiffness pro-
perties of the structure, number of stories, and total weight of the 
bu i.1 ding. The fundamenta 1 frequency may be ob ta i ned either by us i ng a 
standard eigenvalue routine, or from many approximate formulas available 
in the 1 i terature, one of which . (17) IS 
ro 
f 1 = ·-0 -. O-S-h-.· 
n 
.(57) . 
where h is the height in feet above the base to level n, and D is the 
n 
dimension of the building in feet in a direction parallel to the appl ied 
forces. The stiffness properties of the structure, k i , are defined in 
terms of 
kit == 
I 
6E. I. 
I I 
L~ 
I 
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(53) 
where E. is the modulus of elasticit~, I. is the moment of inertia of the 
I I 
cross sectional area and Li is the Jength of member i. The earthquake 
. (22) 
magnitude is ~lways ,expressed on Richter scale . 
The process -is subdivided into the following steps: 
1. Obtain freGuency and base magnitude scaling coefficients, 
CFR, and CBR, fo~ agiv~n value of earthquake magnftude, MR; 'from Fig. 16. 
Scale the fundamental frequency for the prototype, f 1, by 
(69) 
~,~ 
where f; is the scaled fundamental frequency. 
2. Calculate ~he rigidity power factor Pk; from 
_I 
log (K1/10) 
Pk = log (f 1/0.075) 
(74) 
-' ~her~ K] is the unit total columri stiffness for. the first story of the 
prototype as given by 
-' k 
c 1 
hi 
1 
I (73 ) 
-' where k is the total column stiffness at the first story (in, terms of 
6EI c 1 
L3 ) , and hi is the height of the first story in the prototype. The 
rigidity power factor Pk appl ies to displacement, shear, and moment response. 
3. Obtain reference values of base magnitude BM,from Figs.' 11 
.1. 
and 12, using the scaled fundamental frequency f;, and the rigidity power 
factor, Pk (for shea~ and moment responses). Reference base magnitudes for 
displacement, BMD, are given by: 
D 
where BM are the values obtained directly fran Fig. 11'. 
4. Evaluate the shear-flexural ratio r t from 
kb 
1 
k 
c 1 
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(75) 
(76) 
where kb are the total beam and column stiffness at the first 
1 
story in the prototype. 
5. Calculate seal ing powers and coefficients, PBT and CBT, 
using Fig. 20 for "displacement response, and the following equations for 
acceleration, ~hea~, and moment respon~es. Accel~ration response, velocity 
.'. 
branch (f; < 2.35 cps.): 
" -1 r r t - 0·33 l 
l,,~ 
IU~ L 0.725 J 
A 1.0 (r t > 0.33) PBT = 
v 
A 1 .0· CBT = 
v 
Accleration response, acceleration branch 
J C· 33 - r A t l Csr = log" 2.27 
a ..J 
A 1.0 (r t > 0.33) CBT = 
a 
A l.0 PBT = 
v 
Shear and moment responses: 
(r <." 0.33) \ t 
(f ~' > 2.35 cp s. ) : 
(r t < 0.33) 
. CS, M 
BT 
-1 rPk - P t -, 
1 og L b t J (r t < 1) 
riP..\ \.1 V) 
(82a) 
(79) 
(80) 
(82b) 
(88) 
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CS,M = 1 0 BT • (89) 
·where .P
t
- and bare given by . 
. t .... ·1 o. 73 - r t l 
where k 
c 
n 
Pt = log - [ 4.15 J (r t > 0.33) 
= 10g- 1 \0.54 -' ·rt,l (r < 0.33) 
Pt L 2.21 ..J t 
-1 rr t -1- 0.33 J log L 1. 41 (r t >.0.33) 
-1 [r t.- 0.06 'l 
bt = log 0.58 J (r~ < 0.33) 
6 . Eva lua t e the s t iff n e s s dis t rib uti 0 n rat i 0 r k . from 
(84) 
(85) 
. (86) 
(87) 
(55) . 
and k are total column stfffnesses at the top and first stories 
c 1 
I 
respec·t ivel y. 
7. Calculate scal ing powers and coef~ictents, PBR, and CBK, from 
the 'following equations. 
D i sp 1 acement: 
o -0.733 CSK = r k . (96) 
.I~ 
Accleration response, velocity branch (f; < 2.35 cps.) 
A -0.05 (100) CBK = r k 
v 
A 0.145 (102) PBK = r k 
v 
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Acceleration response" acceleration branch (f ~'~ > 2.35 cps.): 
A 0.26 (99) CBK == r k 
a 
A -0.235 (1.01) PBK == r k 
a 
Shear and moment responses: 
CS,M 
== log -1 [0.4 (p - 1. 83) log rkJ (103) BK k 
8. Calculate seal ing coefficients for number of stories, CBN , 
from the following equations. 
Displacement: 
o CBN 
. Acceleration:. 
1 09 -1 [1 ~ 109 N ] 
0·52 
Shear and Moment: 
rS,M 
Lo SN 
-1 log 
where N is the number of· stories. 
[0.57 (p . -k 
,., C.\ 
LoO) ( log N - 1 ) ] 
(91 ) 
(93) 
(94) 
9. Scale the reference value of base magnitude BM, as indicated 
in the following equation. 
'k (BM)PST x PSK 
SM == x CSR x CST x CSK x CSN (106 ) 
if, 
where SM is the scaled base magnitude for the prototype. The superscripts 
D, A" S, or M represent displacement, acceleration, shear, or moment re-
sponses" respectively for the seal ing powers and coefficients. The seal ing 
powers PST and PSK are used for atceleration response only. 
10. Calculate the total reaction at the base R, for each of the 
responses" by 
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R = BM x W (105) 
where W is the total weight of the buil~ing. 
8.2 Quasi-Static Lateral Loads 
The input parameters necessary in calculating the quasi-static 
lateral loads are: fundamental frequency (Eq. (57)), stiffness properties 
(Eq. (53))" number of stories, story weights, and total reaction at the 
base as obtained abo0e. The process is subdivided into the following 
steps (See Fig. 57). 
11. Scale the fundamental frequency. for the prototype f 1, by 
(107) 
,'~ I 
where f; is the scaled fundamental frequency. The scaling coefficient CFD 
is given by 
CFD = 1.0 (f 1 < 2.35 cps.) (108a) 
CFD 0·75 (f 1 > 3. 15 cps.) (1 08b) 
,'~ I 
f;' = 2. 35 cps. (2.35 cps. <.f l · < 3.15 cps.) (108c) 
12. Obtain reference values for the parabol ic coefficients AO' 
~1' and ~2 for the model, ~rom Figs. 39, 40, and 41, using the scaled 
,'JI 
fundamental frequency f; from step (11)~ 
13. Using the shear-flexural ration r
t
, from step 4 above, calcu-
late seal ing mul tipl iers and increments, CDT, and L~' as giveriby the 
following equations. 
CDT = 1.35· (for all responses) (11 2) 
r - e' 
6~ log -1 [ d~ + t. t ] b' . (113) 
t 
where d~, e' and b
' 
are given in Table 8. t' t 
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14. Using" the stiffness distribution ratio r k, from step 6 
above, calculate seal ins multipliers and incremen-ts, CDK, and 6KA,as 
given by the following equation. 
CDK = 
-1 [109 r k ] log b 
" k 
where b" k equals 
-1. 72 for d i spl acement, 
L09 for acceleration, 
4 .. 0 for shear and moment responses. 
6 A = a l + b l k" k k (log r -"d I) k k (1 16) 
where I a k , bk, and dk are given in Table 10. 
15. Calculate scal ing mul tipl iers and increments for number of 
stories, CON' and 6NA~ as indicated below. 
-1 L- 1 - log N ~l CDN = log". b-N J 
where N is the number of stbries, bN equals 
0.354 for AO x 1~, 
0.8 fo r A1, 
0.51 for A2" 
The values of 6NA are obtained from Fig. 4~. 
(114 ) 
-16. Scale the parabol ie coefficients AO' Al , and A2 obtained 
from step 12 by 
(118a) 
and 
A ( 118b) 
-;" 
where A is the scaled parabolic coefficient for the prototype (subscripts 
and superscripts D, A, 5, or M) corresponding to displace-
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ment, acceleration, shear, or moment responses, respectively). 
_I~ , Ao are always multipl ied by a factor of 10. The (-) sign is used if An > 0, 
,,;f, J ~. and the (+) sign is used if A .< o. If no scal ings for type of buildings 
.'.1 
or stiffness distribution are necessary y then An -A. 
17. Obtain end load coefficients for the top and first stories, 
ELn' and ELl' from the following equations 
EL 
n 
(top story) 
(first story) 
where b ) d ,b l and d i are given in Table 11. 
e e e' e 
(119 ) 
(120) 
18. Calculate end forces at the top and first stories F , and 
n 
(k, = 1 or n) 
where R is the total reaction at the base as obtained in step 10 above. 
19. Calculate vertical distribution coefficients VD by: 
.1. ,I. (h i \ -k (h i \ 2 
\If') = A" + A" _.j + A -.-'J 
v .... i "0 . '1 \ h I "2 h ) (123) 
n n 
where h. and h are the height of story i and the top story ~bove the base, 
I n 
respect ivel y. 
20. Calculate the concentrated lateral forces P. by 
I 
R - Fl - Fn 
P. = VD. x w. x VI 
I I I 
( 124) 
where wi is the weight of story and W is the ,total weight of the building. 
The concaltrated 'lateral loads P., calculated in step 20, the end 
I 
forces F1, and Fn' calculated in ste~ 18, and the total reaction at the base 
R, calculated instep 10 of the preceding section, constitute a quasi-static 
lateral loading as shown in Fig. 9, that can be used for design purposes. 
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CHAPTER 9 
EXAMPLE 
weight, 
A typical 10-story shear-wall is shown in Fig. 58. The story 
w., and stiffness, k. = 6EI./L?, are also given. The wall is made 
I (. I I 
of concrete of the following properties. 
E = 3 x 103 ksi 
p 150 lb.lft3 
The structure is to be subjected to the proposed method. The resulting 
quasi-static 'loads are compared to those obtained from a rigorous computer 
analysis. 
9.1 Base Reaction 
The fundamental frequency of the structure ca1culated by means of 
and ~igenvalue routine is 
fl = 1.42 c·ps. 
The method is appl ied by following the same steps given in Chapter 8 and 
illustrated in Figs. 56 and 57. The various results obtained are shown in 
Table 13. 
1. A standard earthquake spectrum of magnitude MR = 7.4 Was used. 
D Therefore, from Fig. 16, CFR = CBR = 
.'. 
f; = fl = 1.42 cps. 
2. Us i ng k I = 1 79 and h l' 
c 1 
power factor given by E~. (74) is 
CA = CS,M 1 0 d f E BR = • ,an rom q. BR 
120 as shown in Fig. 58, the rigidity 
( 179 x 10
3) 
log 120 x 10 
1 ~ 1.42 ) o~\ 0.075 
-,-
Using Pk = 1·7 and f; 
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= 1.7 
= 1.42, reference base magnitudes' SM, 
were obtained from Figs. 11, and 12, as indicated in Table 13. Base magni-
tudes for displacement are scaled as indicated by Eq. (75): 
-D -4 ' 
SM = 3.1 x 10 x (1.42/0.075) = 4.65 x 10-2 
40 The shear-flexural ratio is zero, since this may be considered 
as a pure-flexural stru~ture as shown in Fig. 58. 
5., Scal)ng powers and coefficients PBT, and CST given by Eqs. (78), 
and (88), ~nd Fig. 20 are: 
D CBT = 0.005 (Fig. 20) 
.'-
Since f~ < 2.35 cps. the bunding behaves in the velocity branch. 
is: 
',_ -1 rO -0.33l 
= lug L 0.725 J 
A CBT = 1. 0 
v 
= 0·35 
, -1 [°. 54 - 0 J' Pt = log ,2.21 1.76 
b 
t 
- 1 -1 [0 - 0.06 l 0 79 
- og 0.58..J " 
CS,M -_ 1 -1[1. 7 - 1. 76 J" 0 84 BT og 0.79 =. 
1-~tq. 
1_1"\) \ 
~/?jl) 
(Eq .. (82a)) 
(Eq. (85)) 
(Eq. (87» 
(Eq. (88») 
6. Again using k from Fig. 58; the stiffness distribution ratio 
4.85 
r k = 179.0 = 0.027 (Eq. (55)) 
7.. Scai.ing powers and coefficients for stiffness distribution 
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D 
== 0.027- 0•733 13.5 (EqG (96) ) CBK == 
A 
= 0.027-0. 05 1.2 (Eq. ( 1 00) ) CBK == 
v 
A PBK == 0.027°· 145 == 0.59 (Eq.(102)) 
v 
C~KM = 10g",,1[0.4(1.7-1.83) log 0.027J == 1.21 (Eq. (103)) 
8. Since N == 10, no correction for number of stories is neces-
sa rYe D A S,M Therefore, GBN = GBN == CBN == 1.0. 
9 • The s cal ed bas e mag nit u des are g i v enb y E q • ( 1 06) • 
Do;'; -2 -2 BM = 4.65 x 10 x 1.Q x 0.005 x 13.5 x 1.0 == 0.3 x 10 
A i', ( ) 0. 35 x 0.59 . BM == 1.37. . xl. 0 xl. 0 xl. 2 xl. 0 = 1. 28 
BMS,M* = (0:32) x 1.0 x 0.84 x 1.21 x 1.0 == 0.325 
10. Using W == 236.6 from Fig. 58~ the total reactions at the 
base as given by Eq. (105) are 
RD -2 6 6 . = 0.3 x .10 x 23. = 0.71 kips 
RA := 1. 28 x 236. 6 := 302. 0 ki p s 
RS,M = 0.325 x 236.6 == 77.0 kips 
9·2 Quasi-Static Lateral Loads 
11- fl < 2.35 cps. Therefore, CFD = 1 and 
.:.,~ I 
f" 
1 - f - 1 = 1.42 cps. 
12. Using 
~I~ I 
f" := 1.42, reference values for the parabol ic co-
efficients were obtained from Figs. 39; 40, and 41, and tabulated in 
Table 14. 
13. CDT == 1.35 for all responses· (Eq. (112)). Values of ATA 
calculated by Eq. (113), are given in Table 14. 
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14. 
o • 46 ( E q • (1 1 5) ) 
CS,M - 109- 1 1109 0.027 ] = 0.81 (Eq. 115)) DK - L 4.0 
Values <Yf tKA calculated by Eq. (116) are given in Table 14. 
15~ Since N = 10, then CDN = 1 and 6NA = o. 
16 .. Scaled parabolic coefficients are obtained from Eq. (118) 
and tabulated in Table 14 .. 
17. End load coefficients obtained from Eqs. (119), and (120) 
are given in Table 15. 
18. Forces at top and first stories given by Eq. (122) are pre-
sented in Table 15. 
Table 16.> 
19.. Vertical di'stributions given by Eq. (123) are shown in 
20 .. Concentrated lateral loads P. given by Eq. (124) are also 
I 
shown in Table 16. 
All these steps are condensed in Tables 13 to 16. Values of 
base magnitudes, and vertical distributions obtained from a rigorous 
computer analysis are given in the tables for purpose of comparison. The 
error between the equivalent static loads obtained from the computer 
analysis and those obtained by the prqcedure presented ·is less than 45%. 
The sum of the vertical distributions is approximately >l~O which indicates 
that the equilibrium eq~a.tiqn (Eq. (121)) is satisfied. The resulting 
quasi-static lateral design.loads are shown in Fig. 59 for each response 
indepet:1dently. 
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CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS 
A procedure for determining the design lateral loads for earth-
quake resistant structures is presented. These quasi-static lateral loads 
are obtained as indicated in Chapter 8 without the need for either a modal 
analysis or time-domain iteration procedure. A parameter variation study 
of th~ dyna~ic behavior of multi-story buildings subjected to seismic motions 
Was performed. Parameters such as earthquake magnitude, rigidity of the 
structure, sh~ar-flexural ratio, stiffness and mass distributions, and 
number of stories, were changed and the effect on the responses of interest, 
namely, displacement, acceleration, shear, and overturning moment, were ob-
served. 
For each structure a modal analysis Was performed and the square 
root of the sum of the squares of the maximum modal response was determined. 
Plots of equivalent static-loads were developed. From these plots a set of 
concentrated loads composed of forces distributed parabol ically throughout 
the height of the structure plus concentrat~d forces at the top and 'fi rst 
stories were developed which correlated extremely well with the plots result-
ing from modal ahalysis. The 1 inear variations used in the present California 
Code(lS) corresponds to the special'case (f 1 ~ 2 ~ps;~ in which the parabol ic 
lateral load shape changes from concave to convex. 
Although some correlation in the effects of parameters on the 
responses occurs, it is shown that a unique lateral loading is necessary for 
each response, 'r.e., displacement, accelerafion', shear, and moment. 
In an effort to simp1 ify the procedure the effect of each parameter 
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Was assumed to be independent. The errors resulting from this assumption 
were less than 22 per cent on the average and the largest discrepancy Was less 
than 45 per cent on the conservative side. These errors aTe acceptable in 
view of the present gross inability to predict the magnitude of future 
ea rthqua kes. 
10.1 Further Studies 
Additional simpl ification of the method may be achieved by 
e1 imination of some .charts such as Figs. 16" 20" and 49 which may be approxi-
mated by straight lines. and thereby reduced to a set of equations. Then 
the proposed method could be programmed for solution by computer or by 
hand. 
Responses obtained by this method bound the SRSS (square root 
of the sum of the squares) modal responses of the·system. A similar 
procedure could be developed, the response of which bounds the absolute 
(ASS) responses. A combination of these procedures could be developed 
which ~ould represent more nea~ly the response of actual structures. 
In addition, these procedures could be extended to include other 
structures and parameters. D~mping may be incorporated as a coefficient 
affecting the magnitude of the earthquake. Amp,l ification factors for 
soil structure interaction affecting the magnitude of the base motion may 
be i ncl uded· in the method. 
Safety factors resulting from inelastic response need to be 
evaluated. Ideally" a structure should be elastic and useful after an earth-
quake. However, future earthquake magn i tudes a re unknown;· thus the add i tiona 1 
resistance to collap.se" introduced by inelastic action" should be studied. 
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Finally, since it has been shown that a separate loading- is 
desirable for each response, namely} displacement) acceleration, shear, 
and overturning moment, these loadings should be incorporated into the 
building codes. 
9z 
APPENDIX A 
, . 
Geometric Function 
A straight 1 ine in log-log scale corresponds to a geometric 
funct ion of the form Y = a xb as wi 11 be demonstrated here. 
log Y 
log YZ 
log Y1 
~------~--~------~~~------------log.X 
1.0 log XI 10g X2 
From .the figure above, the logarithmic slope of the 1 ine is given by 
b 
1 nn V - 1 no Y '~:;I • 2 . -;:) . 1 
log Xz - log Xl 
( 1 ) 
from which it follows that 
The interception a, of the 1 ine with the 1.0 abscissa is called the pivot. 
I f Y 1 = a fo r .x 1 = 1 ( log Xl = 0), then, 
log YZ - log a b log X2 
(z) 
and 
log Y = 2 log a + b log Xz 
or 
y b ax 
which is the eqDation of the geometric fu~ction. 
From Eq. (1), 
If.Y1 =a for Xl = 1 (log Xl =0), then, 
log Y 2 - log a 
log X2 = b 
or 
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(4) 
Eqs. (3) and (~) are two ways of expressing the geometric function, and 
thus .they represent a straight 1 ine in a log-log scale. 
Be Logarithmic Function 
A straight 1 ine in a semi-log scale corresponds to a logarithmic 
function of the form 
-1.[ X = log . 
as demonstrated below. 
Y 
I 
~--------~------------~~~~--------log X 
1 .0 109 Xl· log X2 
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From the figure above, the semi-log slope of the line is 
(5) 
Therefore, 
The interception a, of the 1 ine with the 1.0 abscissa is called the pivot. 
1 (log Xl :::: 0), then, 
Y" - a 
b '-:::: 
-log X2 
( 7) 
and 
Y2 :::: a-+ b 10gX2 (8) 
From Eqe (7) 
\/ 
-
v 
log Xz l~g 
v + 
-'2 I 1 
:::: 
"I b 
If YI 
:::: a and Xl :::: 1 , then, 
Y2 - a log X2 b 
or 
which is the equation of the logarithmic function. Thus, Eqs. (4) and (5) 
represent a straight 1 ine in a semi-log scale. 
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TABLE 1 
Properties of the Models Studied 
Models Number 
Reference of S tor i es Case 
r k r 
r . 
m t 
4SA 4 A 1 1 I OJ 
.. I 
C::Cf\ c: A 1 1 
,.)-..Jr'\ .J I I co 
6SA 6 A 1 1 eo 
7SA 7 A 1 1 OJ 
10SA 10 A 1 1 eo 
10SB1 10 B 0.0525 1 OJ 
.. 10SB2 10 B 0.182 1 eo 
10SC 10 C i 0.0525 OJ 
10SD 10 D 0.0525 0.0525 co 
10FA 10 A 1 1 0 I 
10FB 10 B 0.0525 1 0 
10FC 10 C 1 0.0525 0 
I 10SFAl 10 A 1 1 
].0 
0.66 I 10SFA2 10 A 1 1 
10SFA3 10 A 1 1 0.33 
20SA 20 A 1 1 eo 
30SA 30 A 1 1 0:> 
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TABLE 2 
Magnitudes of Some Past Earthquakes 
Magnitude 
Er:lrthauake Int In t 
- - I -- -
f 1 2 Richter Merca 11 i 1--- ---------
E1 Centro, 1940 (N-S) I 7.8 6.9 6.0 7·5 
E1 Centro, 1940 (E-W) 7.1 6.4 5.6 7·5 
E1 Cen t ro, 1934 (N-S) 7.6 6.8 5·9 6.0 
E1 Centro, 1934 (E-\·j) 7·7 6.9 5·9 6.0 
Taft, 1952 (N- E) 7.0 6.4 5·5 ---
Taft, 1952 (S -E) 7·2 6.5 5.6 ---
Olympia, 1949 7·2 6.S 5·6 8~0 
F ernda 1 e, 1954 I 7·2 6.S 5·,6 6.0 
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TABLE 3 
Effect of Earthquake Magnitude on Base Magnitudes 
MR CFR 
D A CS,M CBR CBR BR 
6.1 0.69 0.41 0.195 0,,223 
6.6 0.83 0.54 0·355 0.397 
7·1 0.96 0.76 0.638 0.695 
7.4 1. 00 1.00 1. 000 1. 000 
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TABLE 6 
Effect of Stiffness Distribution on Base Magnitudes 
I CS,M 
Pk 
BK 
r k = 0.182 r k = 0.0525" 
1.1 1.64 2.39 
L2 1. 54 2. 11 
1.3 1.44 1. 88 
1 .4 1.34 1 .67, 
1.5 1. 26 1.48 
1..6 i . 18 ; 1 .33 
1.7 1. 10 1 • 16 
1.8 1 .'03 I 1 .04 I 
1.9 ' 0·97 I 0·93 I 
.-·~1 ___ 2_._0 ____ ~ __ 0_._91 ____ ~ ___ 0._8_2 ____ ~ 
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TABLE 7 
Correlation Coefficients for Model 10SA 
.. 
Response cr maximum cr minimum 
Dis p 1 a c em en t 0·9977 0.9975 
Acee 1 era t ion . 1 .0106 0.9976 
Shear 1 • 0000 0.9973 
Moment· 1 • 0000 0.9986 
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TABLE 8 
Coefficients for Seal ing Increment 6TA (Eq. 113) 
6 TA r t b
l 
t 
d
' t e
l 
t 
D 6r AO x 10 > 0.66 -7.73 -0.864 1 .00 
0 
6rAo x 10 0·33 < r t < 0.66 4.13 -0.820 0.66 
0 
6rAo x 10 < 0·33 0.53 -0·900 0·33 
D -6~1 > 0·33 -17,2 -0.655 1.00 
0 
-6rA1 < 0.33 -1.82 -0.616 0.33 
, AD 6r 2 > 0·33 -6.30 -0·761 1. 00 
0 
-1 . 18 -0.655 6rA2 < 0·33 0·33 
A 10 61'0 x > 0·33 -- ... 1.000 = r t 
A 10 < 0·33 I 6TAO x -0.92 I -2.000 I 0.30 A 
-/':'TAl > 0·33 -33.5 -1.030 1 .00 
A 
-61'1 < 0·33 -1 .05 -1.010 0.33 
1\ 
6rA; > 0·33 - 3..35 -1 .430 1.00 
/':'I'~ < 0·33 -0.45 -1 .230 0·33 
AS,M 
/':'T 0 x 10 all r t -3.0 -0.540 1.00 
, AS,M 
-6r 1 > 0·33 "'3·95 -0.560 1 .00 
-6 ~S,M 1 < 0·33 -1 • 12 -0.390 0.33 
/.:, AS,M 
-T 2 > 0·33 -3.25 -0.610 1 .00 
S,M 
6rA2 < 0·33 -1 .33 -0.480 0.33 
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TABLE 9 
Example of Seal ing Parabol ic Coefficients 
-s (r t = CX)) 
S .r~ (r
t 
1 ) S (rea 1 ) Frequency AO x 10 AO"X 10 = AO x 10 
2.2 cps.- I o. 1 0.418· 0.42 
1 . .775 0.2 0.555 0·57 
1 .475 0·3 0.695 0·73 
1 .275 0.4 0 .. 830 0.87 
1 • 1 50 0·5 0.960 0.98 
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TABLE 12 
Summary of Effect of Parameters 
On BM On VD 
Effect of Parameter Seal ing Parameter Seal ing 
Earthquake Magnitude I MR CBR,C FR --- ---
Rigidity of Structure KI P' --- ---
- 1 k 
Type of Bu i 1 ding r t CBT,P BT r t CDT,6TA 
Number of S tor i es N CBN N CDN,6NA 
Stiffness Distribution r k CBK,P BK rk CDK,6KA 
Mass Distribution r W r w. m m I 
SM D . (F i g. 11) 
SM (Eq. 75 or Figs. 11 
and 12) 
CSR (Fig. 16) 
o CST (Fig. 20 
o CSK (Eq. 96) 
A P
Br 
(Eq. 78) 
v 
A Csr (Eq. 82a) 
v 
,...A I r-_ 
~BK ,ey. 
v 
1"''''\ IVV) 
c ~ ~ M ( E q • 88) 
CS)M (Eq. 103) 
BK 
CBN (Eqs. 91-94) 
-;,t, 
SM (Eq. 106) 
BM (Computer) 
R (kips) (Eq. 105) 
TABLE 13 
Example} Base Reaction 
D i sp 1 acemen t 
3. 1 x 10-4 
4.65 x 10 .. 2 
1 .0 
0.0054 
13.5 
1 .0 
-2 0.3 x 10 
... 2 0.38 x 10 
0·71 
Acceleration 
1. 37 
1 .0 
0.35 
, ,.. 
1.£ 
1.0 
1.28 
1.429 
302.0 
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Shear & Moment 
0.32 
1 .0 
0.84 
1. 21 
1.0 
0.325 
o. 177 
77.0 
TABLE 14 
Example, Parabol ic Coefficients 
Displacement Acceleration .. Shear and Moment 
Ao x 10 Al AZ A x 10 Al A2 A x 10 Al A2 0 0 
, -Reference Values, A o. 19 0019 -0.055 0.68 0.05 0.012 0.32 0.09 0.05 
eDT 1 .35 1035 L35 1 .35 ,1 .35 1 .35 1 .35 1.35 1 .35 
COK 1.65 1 .65 1.65 ' 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.81 0.81 0.81 
To ta 1 C (1) 3.0 3·0. 3.0 1 .81 1 .81 LBI 2. 16 2. 16 2. 16 
(1) - 1 (2) 2.0 2.0 2 .. 0 0.81 0.B1 o.Bl 1. 16 1 " 16 L 16 
(2) x A (3) 0.38 0.38 -0. 110 0·55 0.0405 0.0098 0.37 0.104 0.058 
b~ (Table 8) 0.53 I -1.82 -1 • 18 
-0·92 -1.05 -0.45 -3·0 -1 . 12 ~1.33 
d~ (Table 8) '-0.900 ... 0.616 
-0.655 -2.000 -1.010 -1.230 -0.540 -0·390 -0.480 
e~ (Table 8) 0.33 0·33 10·33 0.30 0.33 0·33 1 .00 0·33 0.33 
6~ (4) 0.0361 -0.3654 0.420 -0.2121 -0.2480 0.320 0.6221 -0.6347 0.696 
a l k (Table 10) 0.3933 -0.4236 0·3770 0.4031 -0.1537 0.2420 0.0825 -0.0980 o. 1390 
b l k (Table 10) -0.600 0.460 ~0 .. 395 -0·510 0.260 -0.269 -1.320 0.380 -0.040 
d i k (Table 10) -1.28 -1.28 -1 .28 -1 .28 -1.28 -1.28 -1 .. 28 -1.28 -1 ~ 28 0, 
tkA (5) 0.566 -0 .. 552 0.49 0·552 -0.215 . o. 32 0.095 -0.109 o. 148 
-'~ (3) + (4) + (5) 0·9821 ,-0~5374 0.800 0.8899 -0.4225 0.6498 1.0871 A" -0.6397 0·902 
11 I 
TABLE J 5 
Example, End Forces 
Displacement Acceleration Shear Moment ! 
b l (Table 11) 0 0.02 0 0.8 e 
d' (Table 11) 1 .0 0.9 0.8 0.7 e -
ELl (Eq. 120) -0.049 -0.039 -0.043 -0.036 
b (Table 11) -0.40 0.08 -0.02 1.0 e 
d (Table 11) 1 .0 0.6 1.0 0.9 e 
EL (Eq. 119 ) 0.002 0.022 0.044 0.025 n 
.F 1 (kips) (Eq. 122) -3.53 x 10-2 -11. 8 -3.30 .. 2.77 
F (kips) (Eq. 122) 1.42 x 10-2 6.65 3.40 1.92 n 
Fl + F n -2.11 x 10"'2 -5· 15 0.10 -0.85 
R ~ Fl .. F 73. 11 x 10-2 296.85 76.90 76.15 n 
TABLE 16 
Example, QUasi-Static Loads 
i Displacement Acee 1 era t i on I Shear and Moment I 
I 
-2 VD VD 
IPjCkiPS l VD I I Story VD Pi (10 kips) (Compu ter) VD . P. (kips) (Computer) . VD (Compu ter) I I i ! I 28. 1 , i 10 0.358 25.0 0.204 0.319 94.0 O. 160 0.369 0.228 I 
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